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ABSTRACT 
A study into the use of microprocessor relays for motor operated valve (MOV) 
electrical protection in nuclear power plants 
James Andrew Tuccillo 
  
 Motor Operated Valves (MOVs) are electro-mechanical components used 
to isolate, divert, or introduce fluid flow.  The use of microprocessor relays for 
actuator motor electrical protection within nuclear power plants is the focus of this 
thesis and is implemented by providing a new and enhanced protection scheme 
that provides the adequate conservatism necessary to ensure valve operation 
while still maintaining electrical safety and continued operational availability.  The 
comprehensive protection scheme is designed around an advanced 
microprocessor relay that has the ability to simulate the thermal overload 
conditions of a motor operating into a destructive thermal region.  Through 
laboratory testing, the validity of this new protection scheme is tested using a 
simulation of common MOV degradations.  Finally, this thesis addresses the 
design from a licensing basis perspective that follows Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) guidance on the use of MOV thermal overload protective 
devices. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Nuclear power plants utilize motor operated valves (MOVs) to provide 
remote and or automatic control of fluid flow.  MOVs are installed and used on 
many different systems within a nuclear plant.  Some of the functions they are 
designed to provide include starting, terminating, or throttling fluid flow by altering 
the gallons per minute (GPM) water flow through a pipe.  MOVs are typically 
located at strategic points within a system that require routine valve alignments 
or are needed to activate automatically or manually during an emergency event.  
If required, these valves can be automatically controlled by the solid-state 
protection system to protect the reactor core and its supporting systems by either 
isolating or introducing fluid flow into the reactor or process auxiliaries.  MOVs 
also allow valve alignments to be performed without having an operator manually 
present at the valve location.  This relieves the operators from having to enter 
radioactive locations as well as provide faster isolation and compensatory 
response times.   
There are many situations in which MOV degradation can result in a 
failure of operation and system function [1].  Most of these degradations occur as 
a result of mechanically induced problems that are translated to the motor and 
upstream electrical system.  A subset of these degradations will be discussed 
and tested within this thesis.  The protection and maintenance of these valves 
are important to preserve the integrity of the systems they are installed in. 
MOVs must function according to their design basis in order to satisfy the 
safety and licensing requirements issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
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(NRC).  The electrical protection of MOVs is critical to providing safe and reliable 
operation of the valve while in standby and during valve stroking.  Since MOVs 
must perform their design function regardless of the risk associated with 
damaging the valve motor itself, careful consideration must be addressed when 
designing a valve motor protection system.  The NRC has issued comprehensive 
guidance for MOV protective device settings based upon industry experience [2]. 
This thesis implements and tests a new methodology of valve motor 
electrical protection that follows NRC guidance by conservatively demanding 
valve operation over motor damage and yet still provides protection to the motor 
in case of thermal or overcurrent conditions due to MOV degradation.  This new 
methodology will use the best available microprocessor based technology to 
develop a highly specialized actuator motor protection scheme.  This thesis also 
takes into consideration the licensing requirements by the NRC as set forth in 
generic letters, regulatory guides, and other licensing documents in order to 
provide a regulatory basis for the implementation of the design. 
1.2 Thesis Scope 
The scope of this thesis project entails the design and testing of a 
microprocessor based relay protection system for safety related MOVs in a 
nuclear power plant.  The design scope covers the methodology, calculations, 
and programming of the microprocessor unit.  The testing scope is limited to the 
actuator motor itself due to the cost, complications, and scale of testing a 
complete valve actuator connected in an active fluid filled system.  For the 
3 
purposes of this thesis, this restriction of scope should be adequate to address 
the electrical performance and protection of the MOV actuator motor. 
1.3 Thesis Objectives 
The following objectives were provided within the original thesis project 
proposal as presented to the committee.  These objectives have all been met 
and are thoroughly documented within this report. 
• Objective #1 – Develop a simulated valve motor test that applies typical 
operating torques to the motor in order to simulate actual MOV electrical 
behavior.   
• Objective #2 – Provide a design basis for the electrical protection settings 
using a microprocessor digital relay.   
• Objective #3 – Provide a licensing basis justification for the use of the 
specialized protection scheme using NRC guidance to support the use of 
an advanced protection system for MOVs that is conservative for both 
valve operation and continuing motor health.   
• Objective #4 – Implement the protection system as described in 
Objectives #2 & 3 and test the MOV according to several design basis 
scenarios as presented in the NRC guidance of Generic Letter (GL) 89-10 
[3]. 
1.4 Assumptions 
This thesis assumes that the test setup identified in Chapter 4 of this 
report is an accurate representation of the valve actuator motor dynamic loading 
profile MOVs experience upon valve operation.  Another assumption is that the 
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integrity of the valve function (i.e. the ability for the valve to re-operate) in a 
safety related system is a significant factor during an emergency.  This thesis 
also assumes that the differences between a general-purpose 3-φ induction 
motor and a specially designed MOV actuator are negligible.  It is noteworthy to 
state that this assumption cannot be entirely disregarded since in practical 
applications, AC induction motors designed specifically for MOV applications, 
typically have higher starting torque and starting power factor values than 
traditional general purpose continuous duty motors.  More discussion of this 
assumption is contained in Section 2.2.1.  Another restricting assumption is with 
the type of valve.  MOVs can be applied on many valve types including gate 
valves, butterfly valves, and ball valves.  This thesis assumes the valve is a gate 
valve.  Lastly, this thesis assumes that the valve actuator motor’s performance 
characteristics are fully available to the engineer performing the protection 
calculation settings.  Elaboration of the specifics of these assumptions is 
provided and explained in the subsequent chapters of this report. 
1.5 Thesis Organization 
This document reflects the experimentation and analysis performed on the 
topic of study.  Consequently, this document is laid out in a logical manner to 
identify and illustrate the sequence of events performed in the investigation.  
Chapters 2-3 describe the different types of motor electrical and mechanical 
interfaces that are used in the testing.  These chapters give a basis and 
background for the need and use of more advanced electrical protection.  
Chapter 4 discusses the design and construction of the test platform used to 
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carry out the testing.  Chapter 5 contains the electrical protection design basis 
and calculations.  Chapter 6 provides the experimental results and discusses 
their implications.  Chapter 7 acknowledges the upgraded electrical protection 
design from a licensing perspective.  Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the 
experimental testing results and provides a summary of the completed report.  
Future study topics are given in a brief summary within Chapter 9. 
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2 MOTOR OPERATED VALVES 
MOV design and analysis is a multidisciplinary effort involving many 
components that rely on both mechanical and electrical engineering concepts.  
Correct design and operation require an understanding of the dynamic and static 
forces applied to the valve, the electrical design, and the type of application the 
valve will be used for.  MOVs are seen in many nuclear power plants as well as 
traditional and industrial process plants.  Figure 2-1 shows two typical gate valve 
style MOV actuators installed at a nuclear power plant. 
 
Figure 2-1 - Two Typical Gate Valve MOV Actuators 
 MOVs can be broken down into five basic components. 1) Gate Valve 
Body 2) Valve Stem and Gearing 3) Valve Actuator Motor 4) Valve Limit/torque 
7 
Switches 5) Manual Handwheel and Declutching lever.  Figure 2-2 shows a 
schematic representation of a gate style MOV. 
 
Figure 2-2 - MOV Actuator Body Schematic Drawing [4] 
2.1 Mechanical Performance 
2.1.1 Hydraulic 
The hydraulic properties of MOVs vary between different applications and 
valve types.  The application of study in this thesis is the flow of water through a 
gate style valve.  A gate valve uses a gate-like disc, or wedge, to stop the flow 
[4].  The disc moves perpendicular to the direction of flow.  The stem thrust 
depends on the fluid flow and differential pressure, which vary with valve stroke 
position [4].  Figure 2-3 shows a diagram of a gate valve and its internals.  As the 
valve is stroked open or closed, varying forces are exerted on the stem as a 
result of the differential pressure (static), flow (dynamic) conditions or a 
EPRI Licensed Material
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Figure 3-1
Typical Motor-Operated Valve
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combination of both.  These forces eventually translate to axial forces on the 
valve stem that the MOV motor torque must overcome. 
 
Figure 2-3 - Gate Valve Internals Schematic View [4] 
 Theoretical equations are used to calculate the amount of force on the 
valve stem given a set range of design pressures, flows, and valve mechanics.  
Typically the main points of interest are the boundary conditions where the valve 
is either mostly closed or open.  Mid-stroke effects play a more important role in 
valve applications with high-flow rates and increased differential pressure [4].  
The detailed study of these forces and calculations is not a scope of this report.  
Rather, the qualitative understanding of these forces is crucial in understanding 
the counter-rotational forces translated from the gate back up through the stem 
and finally to the motor.  The translational effects of these forces on the total 
stem rotational thrust force are shown in summary in Figure 2-4.  
EPRI Licensed Material
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Figure 3-2
Typical Bolted Bonnet Gate Valve
Stem packing is used to seal the stem opening in the bonnet, and the gland is used to pre-load the
stem packing. The packing may be either live loaded (for example, by Belleville springs) or
torque preloaded (for example, by torquing the gland bolts) as shown in Figure 3-3. Live loaded
packing uses springs to maintain a nearly constant load on the packing even though the packing
may shrink. Shrinkage may be due to thermal expansion, aging, and consolidation.
9 
 
Figure 2-4 - Calculated Motor Torque Loads for Various Valve Conditions [5] 
 
2.1.2 Valve Stem and Gearing 
In addition to the forces induced on the valve stem by dynamic flow 
conditions, a valve also has static and dynamic forces associated with the stem 
movement itself.  The bulk of these forces come from gearing and stem friction 
coefficients.  The stem packing is a waterproof gasket designed to keep water 
from escaping the valve body.  Depending on the type of material and 
installation, this stem packing can apply a considerable amount of force to the 
stem during a valve stroke.  The results of this degradation can add extra 
counter-rotational force to the MOV motor and therefore lead to non-typical motor 
torque curves.   
Figure 2-4 demonstrates two cases of MOV degradation through its stem 
torque profile. These two cases are excessively tight packing and tight packing 
with an obstruction.  In each of these two examples an initial high starting torque 
is required to overcome the static forces of a shaft under tight packing.  These 
forces can be significantly greater than normal depending on the lubrication, 
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Figure 1.  Torque vs. travel signatures for different faults on MOV in flow loop 
Repeat steps 1-5 around twice the nominal pinion mesh 
frequency: 
-  new BP filter settings = 2 x old settings (with max. 
upper cutoff set to Nyquist freq.) 
-  increase max. AR model order to twice that used for 
fundamental, and save resulting autospectrum of AR 
coeffs. in  H1. 
B)  Using the two AR spectra, H0 and H1, form a weighted 
composite spectrum, H, by multiplying them together, and 
then applying a frequency dependent weighting factor. 
C) Find max. value in H (= Hmax) and its location - the 
estimated pinion mesh frequency.  Also, 
 store max. value for use in Step E below. 
D) Repeat Steps A-C for next time segment, until end of data  
 
record is reached. 
E)  Decide if the estimated pinion mesh frequencies are 
“valid,” by comparing the amplitudes of the peaks in the 
weighted composite spectrum to a time-dependent 
threshold: 
  -  threshold is determined from a moving average of the 
max. values determined in Step C. 
 -  if an individual peak value falls below the threshold, 
assume gear has stopped rotating. 
F) Using gear ratios and stem lead, integrate the sequence of 
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obtain valve position vs. time.  Integration is not performed 
at those times when the peak value of pinion mesh 
amplitude falls below the threshold determined in Step  E.
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packing, and frequency of valve cycling.  Figure 2-4 also shows that the torque 
appears to increase linearly during the cycle.   This is due to the linear behavior 
of the friction coefficients acting on the valve during travel.  This type of 
degradation will be a focus of the motor protection system experiment in Chapter 
6. 
2.2 Electrical Performance 
2.2.1 Motor 
MOV motors are typically 3-Phase, squirrel cage, 480V induction motors 
designed specifically for MOV applications.  Some MOV actuators alternatively 
utilize 120-250V DC motors.  This thesis report only describes the characteristics 
and use of the 3-Phase induction motors used in nuclear power plant 
applications.  Table 2.1 shows the nameplate values of a standard nuclear MOV 
motor.  
Table 2.1 - Typical MOV Motor Nameplate 
Philadelphia Gear Corp. 
STARTING TORQUE: 60 lb-ft FRAME: C184Y RPM: 1720 
RUNNING TORQUE: 12 lb-ft TYPE: DAT PHASE: 3 
VOLTS: 230/460 HZ: 60 M 
AMPS: 15.9/7.95 0ºC RISE: 75 Duty: 15 Min 
SERVICE FACTOR: 1.0 CLASS B INS  
 
While there are many different approaches to valve actuator design, all 
motor designs, for valve actuator service, must have a number of common 
characteristics [6].  The force required to cycle a valve either open or closed can 
vary significantly for each valves specific application.  The motor design must be 
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able to satisfy a number of factors including: starting torque, running torque, 
inertia, frame size, and environmental qualifications1.   
The most important motor characteristic, and the one that Limitorque2 
motors are rated for is starting torque.  This torque is designed to counter the 
seating or unseating forces imposed on the valve motor for a very short duration 
of the motors total running time [6].  During this brief period, the motor current 
may well approach its locked rotor value while seating or unseating a valve [6].  
Limitorque has performed testing that shows that the running torque is, on 
average, approximately 10% to 25% of the torque required to seat or unseat the 
valve [6].  Accordingly, the protection system must be able to account for this 
high inrush current during valve seating/unseating without tripping the motor.  
This is in addition to the standard motor inrush current. 
Other important motor specifications are inertia and frame size.  Because 
MOVs rely on either limit or torque switches to de-energize the motor, careful 
consideration must be addressed when sizing the frame and shaft of the MOV 
motor.  Any additional overtravel or load developed due to inertia must be kept to 
a minimum to prevent valve deformation due to overexerting inertial forces [6].   
Since MOV motors typically run for a shorter duty than most general-
purpose motors, their thermal constant is reduced. Allowing the motor to go 
beyond its nameplate duty cycle can very quickly result in winding insulation 
degradation.  In addition, if the motor is allowed to operate at high currents or 
                                            
1 The normal and emergency operating environmental which the motor must be able to operate in. (i.e. 
temperature, humidity, and explosions) 
2 MOV manufacturing company 
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locked rotor conditions, winding and rotor degradation can be seen in as few as 
15 seconds [16]. 
Typical MOV motors do not have fans or venting due to environmental 
qualifications and their inherent short duty cycle.  Vented motor designs allow air 
and debris to enter the armature and rotor airgap.  Keeping motors sealed 
prevents short circuits and condensation from forming within the windings in 
humid or wet environments.  Because these motors are designed to only operate 
for a short time, the motor frame size can be reduced.  The frames are designed 
in accordance with Nema MG1-1.26A & E (Nema IV) for indoor and outdoor 
applications (weatherproof) and Nema MG1-1.26A & C (Nema VII) for explosion 
proof service [6].   
Another important consideration in these motors is with the insulation 
design.  The industry standard for motor insulation is Nema Class “B” with a 
maximum continuous temperature rating of 120º C (rise + ambient) [6].  Certain 
MOV applications require the motor to operate in a hot and or steamy 
environment that could challenge or degrade the winding insulation.  It is 
important that the winding insulation be resistant to this type of environment if the 
application calls for it.  The rated service factor for these special application 
motors should be 1.0.  An inherent service factor rating is built into the valve 
motor design rating because of its ‘required duty’ to its ‘rated duty’ ratio [6]. This 
is illustrated in the following equation: 
     EQ2.2.1 
 
! 
Inherent Service Factor = Duty RatingOpearting Time
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Limitorque Bulletin LM-77 mentions three qualifications for motors used in 
MOV applications [6]: 
1. The application never requires more starting torque than the motor 
has available. 
2. The motor will stroke the valve at least open and close without 
exceeding its safe thermal rating. 
3. The motor will stroke the valve when the motor terminal voltage is 1± 
0.1 p.u. of the required rating (unless otherwise specified; eg., most 
nuclear safety related specs call for 1.1 p.u. to .8 p.u.). 
The first qualification ensures that the motor will avoid locked rotor conditions 
that could lead to permanent degradation in as little as 10-15 seconds.  The 
second qualification ensures that the duty limit will not be over exceeded 
depending on the length of valve stem travel and or gearing mechanical 
advantage.  Finally, the third qualification ensures that the motor will generate 
enough torque at lower bus voltages to overcome the static and dynamic forces 
of the valve during a stroke.  These qualifications ensure safe and reliable 
operation of the MOV motor allowing it to perform according to its design 
functions assuming the valve is properly maintained and the static and dynamic 
forces are within the design bounds. 
MOV motors exhibit characteristics that include high starting torque, short 
duty cycle, small frame, low shaft inertia, an enclosed case, and various speeds 
due to pole configuration.  Figure 2-5 shows a typical motor characteristic curve 
for a specialized MOV motor. 
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Figure 2-5 - Motor Performance Characteristics [7] 
The line current characteristic in Figure 2-5 shows that the starting torque 
is approximately equal to half the locked rotor current.  This will be important in 
sizing the protective relay in Chapter 5.  This graph also shows a high power 
factor at starting torque.  This is different than most general-purpose continuous 
duty induction machines where power factor is increased with loading.   
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2.2.2 Electrical Circuits 
Figure 2-6 shows a typical MOV motor control circuit with traditional 
protective devices.  The source power originates at the valve’s Motor Control 
Center (MCC).  The MCC is often located away from the valve in a separate 
switchgear room protected from water and steam. 
 
Figure 2-6 - MOV Control Circuit 
There are several major elements within this control circuit.  The first component 
coming off of the 480V bus is the molded case magnetic circuit breaker (52-1G-
23).  This breaker is responsible for protecting the motor feeder and motor for 
overcurrent faults.  The second major component is the forward and reversing 
contactors (42-1G-23/OPEN & CLOSE).  This pair of contactors allows the motor 
to rotate both clockwise and counter-clockwise depending on the logic of the 
control system.  This function allows the MOV to stroke either open or close.  The 
contactors are both electrically and mechanically interlocked [8].  The (49-1G-
16 
23/OL) device is the traditional thermal overload relay provided at either the 
motor or MCC to protect against thermal damage caused by excessive armature 
currents.  This device will be discussed in detail in Section 2.2.4.  There is also a 
480V/120V step-down potential transformer used to power the control circuitry.  
The control circuitry consists of status indicators, push buttons, and alarms.  Both 
control and status are provided at the MCC and within the control room.  The 
operator can use a selector switch to choose to run the valve either locally at the 
MCC or at the control board.   
2.2.3 Short Circuit Protection 
Short circuit protection is provided by an instantaneous 3-Phase trip 
magnetic circuit breaker at the MCC.  Fuses are employed at the control circuitry 
potential transformer for short circuit protection of the control circuitry [8].  The 
magnetic circuit breaker’s main purpose is to provide instantaneous overcurrent 
protection for the 480V feeder between the MCC and the MOV motor.  Since the 
480V feeder is usually routed in protected conduits and raceways, feeder cable 
protection is seldom called upon.  The pickup current of the magnetic MCC circuit 
breaker is typically set 6x locked rotor motor current [1].  More detail into the 
operation of these devices is given in Chapter 3.  
2.2.4 Thermal Overload Protection 
The thermal overload relay (TOL) protects the MOV motor against 
damaging thermal stresses accumulated by high duty cycles, overcurrent, or 
locked rotor conditions.  The device itself is an inline bimetallic element that uses 
heating, caused by current, to trip the relay and open the circuit.  The time for this 
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device to trip is inversely proportional to the current drawn by the motor [8].  This 
device can be considered to have “memory” since it has a thermal constant that 
requires a resting period to cool down and return to its normal state.   
Mechanical TOL relays are currently the most widely used and accepted 
form of overload protection installed on MOVs.  They are simple, economical, 
and somewhat effective at protecting some motor faults.  Careful sizing must be 
considered when applying a TOL relay to a MOV circuit, as material tolerances 
are often hard to predict.  There are many drawbacks to using this device such 
as two-phasing, ambient temperature offsetting, and tolerance uncertainty.  This 
thesis is designed to offer a more robust and reliable method of MOV motor 
thermal protection.  More background on TOL and its digital counterpart will be 
presented in Chapter 3. 
2.2.5 Torque Switch 
The torque switch is designed to allow sufficient torque to operate the 
valve and to limit the torque output of the actuator to a level that can be safety 
exerted on the valve and actuator without damage or undue wear [8].  Several 
factors go into the setting of the torque switch including: actuator maximum 
torque rating, spring pack maximum allowable compression, maximum motor 
torque capability at undervoltage, and valve structural limits [8].  The switch has 
several sets of electrical contacts used to provide feedback to the control circuitry 
in order to determine when to disengage the motor at the desired valve seating 
force.   
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2.2.6 Limit Switch 
The limit switch(s) are provided as a secondary or alternative means of 
engaging or disengaging the motor after the valve has reached its intended travel 
stop.  The limit switch simply detects the length of travel on the valve gate or 
stem and provides electrical feedback to the control circuit of the valves status.  
Limit switches are typically used for an open stroke travel stop and torque 
switches are typically used as a closed stroke travel stop.  It is important that 
both the limit and torque switches are set properly to avoid damage to the valve 
body or a locked rotor fault on the motor.  A broken limit switch fault is simulated 
as part of the electrical protection testing later described in Chapter 6. 
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3 ELECTRICAL MOTOR PROTECTION 
The electrical protection of 3-Phase AC Induction motors varies and is 
less standardized than other equipment and electrical networks [9].  The 
application must be carefully considered and the protection system designed 
around the specific expected and potential degraded operating conditions of the 
motor. 
3.1 General Protection Characteristics 
AC induction machines are susceptible to a number of faults and 
abnormal conditions.  These conditions are summarized in Table 3.1 below.  The 
main priority for motor protection is to preserve the thermal integrity of the motor 
and prevent supporting equipment damage (i.e. motor, feeder cable, MCC, 
upstream buses) due to an electrical fault. 
Table 3.1 - Motor Fault Conditions Summary [9] 
 Potential Hazard Consequence 
Phase or ground fault Destroyed motor and or feeder 
cabling.  Possible damage on 
upstream bus equipment. Fire. 
Thermal damage from overload 
(continuous or intermittent)  
Destroyed or degraded motor in 
as few as 10-15 seconds.  Fire. 
Electrical Faults 
Locked rotor Destroyed or degraded motor in 
as few as 10-15 seconds.  Fire. 
Unbalanced operation Overheated windings due to 
negative sequence currents.  
Thermal damage.  Reduced 
output torque. 
Undervoltage and overvoltage Low output torque. Magnetic 
saturation and thermal 
overloading. 
Reversed phases Unpredictable operation 
High-speed reclosing (reenergizing 
while still running) 
Damaging transients 
Unusual ambient or environmental 
conditions (cold, hot, damp) 
Thermal overload. Insulation 
degradation. 
Abnormal Conditions 
Incomplete starting sequence Failure to achieve desired 
torque/speed.  
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Several elements of electrical protection are routinely implemented to 
protect motors against the faults listed in Table 3.1.  These include over-under 
current, over-under voltage, loss-of-load, and load-jam protection.  The protective 
devices are typically located within the MCC.  The following sections describe the 
different traditional ways of protecting low and medium voltage motors.  These 
devices can be applied to a variety of different applications.  Section 3.2 focuses 
on traditional methods of protection with respect to MOV applications while 
Section 3.3 explains how to use microprocessor relays with respect to the 
application of MOV actuator motor protection. 
3.2 Traditional Protection 
3.2.1 Molded Case Circuit Breakers 
Molded case circuit breakers are self-contained fault interrupting devices 
that are comprised of a current sensing element and circuit breaking switch.  
These devices are typically magnetic trip and rely on the sensing of a magnetic 
field generated by current flowing through a conductor.  The location of these 
breakers is within the MCC.  Figure 3-1 shows a typical molded case magnetic 
type circuit breaker used for motor protection.   
 
Figure 3-1 - Molded Case Magnetic Circuit Breaker 
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The molded case magnetic circuit breaker has an instantaneous non-
directional element to react to feeder line overcurrent faults.  It can also detect 
ground faults and open if necessary.  This type of circuit breaker opens all three 
poles on a single phase-instantaneous trip.  Some models come with selectable 
pickup settings.  The model shown in Figure 3-1 requires purchasing the proper 
rating to match the circuit specifications, as it has no adjustable settings.   
Since line faults generally provide overcurrents greater than the locked-
rotor and starting currents, it is reasonable to adjust the pickup of the circuit 
breaker higher than the motor starting current [9]. 
There are many different styles and extra features that can come as part 
of the magnetic molded case circuit breaker.  More advanced molded case 
magnetic circuit breakers employ a combination of both instantaneous and 
thermal overload elements to protect against both line faults and thermal 
overload conditions.  These circuit breakers combine multiple elements into one 
conveniently self-contained design offering a simple and one-stop solution for 
motor protection.   
Short circuit protection is traditionally provided at the MCC using a 
magnetic molded case circuit breaker.  Because the circuit breaker is essentially 
comprised of three phase-instantaneous elements, the following derivation is 
used to determine a good multiplying factor for setting the phase-instantaneous 
elements given ILR, the locked rotor current, the system reactance X1S and X2S, 
and motor reactance X’’d. 
 
€ 
ILR =
1
X1S + Xd"       EQ3.2.1 
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Since the starting or locked-rotor current is very large with an infinite source, X1S 
approaches zero [9].  This gives a three-phase fault at the motor of, 
  
€ 
I3φ =
1
X1S        EQ3.2.2
 
Assuming a phase-to-phase fault with X1S = X2S,  
  
€ 
Iφφ = 0.866I3φ =
0.866
X1S  
[9]
    EQ3.2.3 
Now let PR be the ratio of the relay pickup, IPU, to locked rotor current, ILR to give, 
  
€ 
PR =
IPU
ILR        EQ3.2.4
 
Typically, PR should be 1.6-2.0 or greater [9].  The larger this number is, the more 
margin between the normal running current and the maximum terminal system 
fault current.  PF is the ratio of the minimum fault to relay pickup current, 
  
€ 
PF =
Iφφ min
IPU        EQ3.2.5
 
PF should be 2-3 or greater to ensure the relay does not trip on overloading or 
transients during motor starting [9].  Combining the equations for PF and PR, 
  
€ 
Iφφ = PFIPU = PFPRILR       
EQ3.2.6
 
and 
  
€ 
Iφφ
ILR
= PFPR or
I3φ
ILR
=1.155PFPR
    EQ3.2.7
 
Assuming the minimum values of PF and PR, the three-phase fault should be 3.7 
times the locked rotor current.  If PF=3 and PR=2, the three-phase fault should be 
at least 6.9 times larger than the locked rotor current.  When designing the 
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overcurrent element for MOV applications, it is advantageous to ensure an 
appropriate level of conservatism that prevents nuisance trips.   
For short circuit protection, a circuit breaker at the MCC ensures high-
energy fault protection for its zone.  Because the MCC circuit breaker is the last 
element in the radial distribution, a conservative instantaneous setting is 
sufficient to protect the feeder and motor.  It is important that faults seen in this 
zone of protection are coordinated with higher bus and transformer protection in 
order to ensure isolation in the event of a motor feeder fault. 
Example 3.1: 
Motor Specifications: 480V, 3-Phase, Istart = 10A, Irunning = 3.3A 
Bus Specifications: I3-Phase Fault = 400A 
Analysis: 
Using a value 6.9 times the ILR  or Istart gives a result of 69A. The circuit 
breaker should be set at 70A to protect against instantaneous-phase faults while 
avoiding nuisance trips on overload of starting transients.  Since 70A is greater 
than both the starting and running currents, the design is acceptable. 
3.2.2 Fuses 
Fuses are primarily used as a low-cost alternative to molded case 
magnetic circuit breakers.  Fuses are inherently non-instantaneous protective 
devices.  Fuses characteristically have an inverse-time current delay factor built 
into the melting of the fuse element.  This time delay factor can be used 
beneficially to provide high-energy fault current protection while being immune to 
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short transients.  Some of the negative characteristics of fuses include; 
unpredictable component uncertainties, difficulty identifying blown fuses, 
replacement after a trip, and limited model/rating availability. 
Fuses are used for MOV control circuit protection where reliability and 
simplicity are required.  Since the components that comprise MOV control circuits 
are fairly inexpensive and less vulnerable to high-energy faults, protecting these 
components and wiring is simplified.  Because motor control circuits typically only 
operate at 120V, high-energy faults are rare.  In summary, fuses provide a 
reliable, cost-effective way for a very basic form of circuit protection.  
3.2.3 Thermal Overload Relays 
Thermal overload relays (TOLs) are a “replica” type of thermal electric 
protection [9].  These devices consist of an inline bimetallic element that is 
designed to heat according to a time-current characteristic and a relay which 
provides status back to the motor control circuit to open or close the contactor 
based upon a threshold for the “heat” being generated.  This device is chosen to 
match the protected motor’s thermal characteristics.  The TOL heater is inserted 
inline to the motor feeder at either the MCC or motor terminals.  Since the heater 
characteristics can be affected by ambient temperature, it is preferred to have the 
TOL located at the motor terminals to provide greater accuracy.  A reset switch is 
provided on the relay to automatically restore power after a specified thermal 
cooldown. 
The TOL heater has a characteristic thermal curve that is used for 
properly sizing the TOL and ensuring coordination with the thermal and locked-
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rotor curves of the protected motor.  Since the TOL and motor thermal curves are 
approximate representations of thermal damage zones, these relays should be 
operated before the limits of the motor are reached or exceeded [9].  Figure 3-2 
shows an example heater time-current characteristic curve. 
 
Figure 3-2 - Example TOL Heater Time/Current Trip and Reset Curves [10] 
Because MOV actuator motors are typically run in short duty cycles, TOLs 
provide little reliability of protecting an actuator motor.  This is due to the inherent 
design of TOL heaters being constructed to protect mainly continuous duty 
motors such as those driving pumps [1].  Other arguments to discredit the use of 
TOLs for MOV thermal electric motor protection includes difficulty to accurately 
select TOL relays for motor operated valves, temperature variations at the MOV 
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and the MCC, and accuracy and repeatability of TOLs [1].  The use of an 
advanced microprocessor based overcurrent and thermal relay addresses these 
issues and allows custom accurate programming to dictate the thermal overload 
operating characteristics for motor protection. 
3.2.4 Breakers and Contactors 
Most low voltage motors (<480V) utilize contactors to switch on and off 
their AC power.  Since the running motor current is typically low (<50A), a 
mechanical switch (contactor) is able to break the circuit under load.  As motors 
increase in horsepower and voltage, more sophisticated circuit breaking devices 
are required to interrupt the arc under load.  Because MOV actuator motors 
typically operate at 480V and are not high power (1/2-5HP), contactor use is a 
sufficient means of normal load breaking capability.  It is noteworthy to state that 
these contactors are in addition to the MCC molded case magnetic circuit 
breaker for protection against overcurrent faults. 
Contactors can be arranged in many configurations.  Typical MOV control 
circuits require two sets of 3-Phase contactors to be able to reverse the phases 
and cycle the motor in a counterclockwise or clockwise direction.  Mechanical 
interlocks are used to prevent both contactors simultaneously closing in on the 
powered line creating a 3-Phase short circuit.  For added safety, an electrical 
interlocking feature is typically built into the motor control circuit in addition to the 
mechanical interlock [8].  Figure 2-6 shows the contactor arrangement within the 
motor control circuit.  Figure 3-3 shows the contactor used in the experimentation 
of this thesis.  This contactor is a three-phase normally open contactor with one 
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set of auxiliary contacts.  The auxiliary contacts are used to activate the magnetic 
closing or opening of the main contacts in the event of a status change from the 
control room switches, protection relays, or other systems. 
 
Figure 3-3 - Three-Phase Contactor Used in Thesis Testing [11] 
3.3 Microprocessor Relay Protection 
3.3.1 Background 
Microprocessor relays are beginning to replace most traditional analog 
protection systems.  Some advantages of these new relays include, the ability to 
be precisely set, immunity to drift, provide operational feedback and status, and 
provide a nearly infinite combination of relay elements and settings.  The use of 
microprocessor relays replaces multiple traditional protective devices in one 
stand-alone unit.  In the past, protecting a large piece of electrical machinery, say 
a synchronous generator, required multiple cabinets of analog relays.  Today, a 
single unit and a backup are all that is needed to protect even the most 
expensive equipment.  These relays come in all different configurations 
depending on the application.  The relay this thesis uses to provide MOV 
actuator motor protection is the Schweitzer Engineering Labs SEL-749M Motor 
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Protection Relay.  This unit is show in Figure 3-4.  The SEL-749M combines 
multiple elements of electrical and thermal protection into a user customizable 
interface allowing both simple and advanced configurations.  The SEL-749M 
elements are listed as follows: 
• Thermal Overload (thermal model) 49 
• Undercurrent (Load Loss) (37) 
• Current Balance and Phase Loss (46) 
• Overcurrent (Load Jam) 
• Short Circuit (50P) 
• Ground Fault (50G) 
• Ground Fault (50N) 
• Motor Starting/Running 
• Frequency (81) 
• PTC Overtemperature (49) 
• Voltage-Based Protection 
o Undervoltage (27) 
o Overvoltage (59) 
o Underpower (37) 
o Reactive Overpower 
o Phase Reversal (47) 
o Power Factor (55) 
• RTD-Based Protection 
Not all the features available for use on the SEL-749M were utilized in 
designing the protection system for this thesis.  The following sections 
summarize the functions that were chosen for protecting the MOV actuator motor 
tested in Chapter 6. 
 
Figure 3-4 - SEL-749M Motor Protection Relay [12] 
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3.3.2 Overcurrent 
The overcurrent elements (50) are connected to a device capable of 
interrupting high-energy fault currents.  In the case of MOV motors, the relay 
should be connected to the auxiliary contacts of the main circuit breaker in the 
MCC.  The overcurrent elements on the SEL-749M detect a fault condition by 
measuring the current signals (using a magnetic current sensor) after passing 
through a cosine filter [13].  If the relay detects CT saturation, due to high fault 
currents, an average of the signal peak and the cosine-filtered signal is evaluated 
to determine the fault current [13].   
Overcurrent CTs are placed on the three phases and on the neutral 
conductor of the motor feeder.  An alternative to placing a CT on the neutral 
conductor is to use a core balance CT that passes all three phases within its core 
window.  This neutral conductor or core balance transformer measurement is 
used to provide sensing and protection against line to ground faults.  
The overcurrent elements of the microprocessor relay are set using the 
same calculations and methodology as used in Section 3.2.1 of the traditional 
short circuit protection.  
3.3.3 Thermal Overload 
The thermal overload feature on the SEL-749M is a complex relay 
element that can keep track of the motors thermal condition and provide a trip 
signal to the breaker or contactor if a thermal limit is reached.  The SEL-749M 
has two main types of thermal protection; rated thermal method and curve 
thermal method [13].  The thermal overload model compares the present heat 
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estimate to an adaptive starting trip threshold or a running trip threshold 
depending on the motor status [13].  Each method has advantages and 
disadvantages when compared with the other. 
The curve thermal method allows the user to select one of many different 
thermal overload limit capability curves.  These curves are programmed into the 
relay to work with most general purpose AC induction motors.  The user can 
select the curve that best aligns with the motor thermal limits and apply a scaling 
factor accordingly.  The curve method provides less flexibility in setting a user-
specified customizable thermal protection scheme when compared with the 
thermal rating method. 
The SEL-749M’s rating thermal method generates a thermal curve based 
on the motor full load amps, service factor, run state time constant, locked rotor 
amps, hot locked rotor time, and acceleration factor [13].  By putting all these 
values together using the thermal model equations below, the relay continuously 
evaluates the  thermal capacity (%TCU) to determine if the relay should trip.  The 
heat estimate is continuously updated based on measured positive and negative-
sequence current flowing into the motor.    
The SEL-749M has several different methods of motor thermal protection 
depending on the status of the motor.  The first method is the basic thermal 
element.  The basic thermal element consists of [13]: 
• A heat source, modeled as a current source. 
• A thermal capacitance, modeled as a capacitor. 
• A thermal impedance to ambient, modeled as a resistor. 
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• A comparator to compare the present heat estimate, U, to the 
thermal trip value.  
The thermal elements are modeled after typical motor characteristics.  For 
induction motors, the heat generated is mostly due to the I2R losses [13].  SEL 
provides the following equations used in the relay to model the heat source and 
heating factor coefficients [13].  The RC capacitor circuit takes into consideration 
the cumulative heating and cooling effects.  The basic model is shown in Figure 
3-5.  
 
Figure 3-5 - Electrical Analog of an Induction Motor Thermal Model [13] 
The following equation gives the positive-sequence rotor resistance. 
  
€ 
Rr =
Qm
I2
⎛ 
⎝ 
⎜ 
⎞ 
⎠ 
⎟ • S        EQ3.3.1 
 where: 
  S = Motor slip 
  Qm = Motor torque at slip S 
  I = Motor positive-sequence current at slip S 
F.3
Date Code 20100601 Instruction Manual SEL-749M Relay
Motor Thermal Element
The Basic Thermal Element
Figure F.1 Motor Thermal Limit Characteristic Plotted With Motor Starting Current
The Basic Ther al Element
Figure F.2 shows a simple electrical analog for a thermal system. The thermal 
element includes:
! A heat source, modeled as a current source.
! A thermal capacitance, modeled as a capacitor.
! A thermal impedance to ambient, modeled as a resistor.
! A comparator to compare the present heat estimate, U, to the 
thermal trip value.
Figure F.2 Electrical Analog of a Thermal System
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The positive-sequence rotor resistance is represented as a linear function of slip 
S by EQ3.3.2 [13]. 
  
€ 
Rr+ = (R1 − R0) • S + R0     EQ3.3.2 
 where: 
  R1 = The positive-sequence rotor resistance at slip S=1 
  R0 = The positive-sequence rotor resistance at slip S=0 
To account for the heating effects of the negative-sequence current, the 
negative-sequence rotor resistance must be calculated [13].  The rotor slip is 
defined with respect to the stator negative-sequence current.  The value of this 
negative-sequence slip as a function of the positive-sequence slip, S, is found by 
determining the negative-sequence stator currents which provide the counter-
rotating magnetic poles on the inside surface of the stator [13].  There are two 
boundary cases that are used to determine this negative-sequence slip.  The first 
is when the rotor speed is zero and the counter-rotating poles are inducing a 
fundamental frequency current in the rotor [13].  In this case, the negative-
sequence slip equals the positive-sequence slip, S.  The second case, which is 
when the rotor is spinning near synchronous speed, the counter-rotating 
magnetic poles induce approximately double-frequency currents in the rotor [13].  
In this condition the negative-sequence slip equals twice the fundamental 
frequency. In summary, the negative-sequence slip equals (2-S).  Substituting 
this value into EQ3.3.2 gives: 
  
€ 
Rr− = (R1 − R0) • (2 − S) + R0     EQ3.3.3 
 where: 
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  R1 = The positive-sequence rotor resistance at slip S=1 
  R0 = The positive-sequence rotor resistance at slip S=0 
The factors that express the relative heating effect of positive and negative-
sequence current are obtained by evaluating the slip at the locked rotor case 
(S=1). 
  
€ 
Rr+
R0 s=1
=
Rr−
R0 s=1
=
R1
R0
= 3     EQ3.3.4 
When the motor is running (S≈0), the positive-sequence heating factor, K1, is 
defined as: 
  
€ 
K1 =
Rr+
R0 S=0
=
R0
R0
=1      EQ3.3.5 
The negative-sequence heating factor, K2, at (S≈0), is expressed in EQ3.6. 
  
€ 
K2 =
Rr−
R0 S=0
=2 • R1R0
⎛ 
⎝ 
⎜ 
⎞ 
⎠ 
⎟ −1 = 5
⎛ 
⎝ 
⎜ 
⎞ 
⎠ 
⎟    EQ3.3.6 
In summary, based upon the assumptions that the locked-rotor rotor resistance is 
3x the running rotor resistance [13]: 
• The heating factor of positive-sequence current, K1, when the motor 
is running is 1 per unit. 
• The heating factor of negative-sequence current, K2, when the 
motor is running is 5 per unit. 
• Both K1 and K2 are 3 per unit when the rotor is locked. 
From the above summary, both the positive and negative-sequence 
heating factors suggest that the thermal element has two models or states 
representing motor starting and running [13].  The relay automatically determines 
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motor status as either running or starting by measuring the positive-sequence 
current and comparing it to the user specified expected full-load value.  
Figure 3-6 shows the specific thermal model used by the SEL-749M relay 
during motor starting.  The equations shown are built into the logic of the relay.  
Figure 3-7 shows the thermal model used while the motor is running.  This model 
uses a slightly different method to calculate the thermal heat expected to be seen 
by the motor because of the motor slip, S, conditions as well as less time-current 
energy. 
 
Figure 3-6 - SEL-749M Motor Starting Thermal Element Model 
 
 
Figure 3-7 - SEL-749M Motor Running Thermal Element Model 
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element automatically selects the appropriate model to use based on the 
measured sum of the positive-sequence current and the negative-sequence 
current. When the summed current is greater than 2.5 times the motor rated 
full load current setting, the relay uses the starting model. When the summed 
current drops below 2.4 times the rated full load current, the relay uses the 
running model.
Motor Starting Protection
Figure F.4 shows the thermal element used when the motor is starting. Locked 
rotor heating occurs over just a few seconds, so the model assumes that no 
heat is lost to the surroundings and the resistor is removed from the thermal 
circuit. The thermal trip value is defined by the motor rated locked rotor 
current, IL, squared, times the rated hot motor locked rotor time, To. The 
thermal capacitance is selected to match the heat source heating factor, 3. By 
setting the capacitance equal to 3, when the motor positive-sequence current, 
I1, equals locked rotor current, IL, the hea  estimate, U, reaches the trip value 
in exactly locked rotor time, To. This is true for the motor initially at or below 
the normal operating temperature and the rating method is used. If a less 
conservative curve method is used, the locked rotor trip time will adapt to the 
actual initial temperature (heat estimate at the beginning of the motor start). 
For example, the locked rotor trip time will be 120 percent of To for the motor 
at an ambient temperature.
Figure F.4 Motor Starting Thermal Element
NOTE: The trip value shown in the 
Figure F.4!is the limiting value. 
Actually, the trip value ramps up 
during the starting mode and will not 
reach the limit for a successful motor 
start.
When a successful motor start occurs and positive-sequence current drops 
below 2.4 times full load current, the relay switches from the starting thermal 
element to the running thermal element. The present heat estimate, U, and the 
present trip value are transferred directly to the running element, representing 
the heat build-up that occurred during motor starting.
_
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Motor Running Protection
When the motor is running, it returns heat energy to the surroundings through 
radiation, conducti n, onvection, and, in some cases, forced cooling. The 
otor running thermal element provides a path for that energy return through 
the resistor, R, s shown in Figu F.5.
Figure F.5 Motor Running Thermal Element With Resistance and Trip Level 
Undefined
To determine the value of that resistor, recall that the motor will reach an 
energy level representing the motor rated operating temperature when 1 per 
unit of positive-sequence current flows in the motor for a long time. Because 
the positive-sequence heat factor, K1, is 1 in the running model, and 1 per unit 
of I1 squared equals 1, the value of resistor R equals the energy level 
representing the motor rated operating temperature.
To determine the normal operating energy, recall that many motor data sheets 
publish two locked rotor trip times: one longer time (referred to as Ta) when 
the motor is started from ambient temperature and one shorter time (To) when 
the motor is started from operating temperature.
Figure F.6 shows a graphical representation of the problem and corresponding 
solution. The motor normal operating energy is the difference between the 
ambient and operating temperature locked rotor times, multiplied by locked 
rotor current squared. For those motors without published separate locked 
rotor times, assume that the locked rotor trip energy is approximately six times 
the operating energy in the relation.
Figure F.6 Calculating the Normal Operating Energy by Using Locked Rotor 
Trip Times
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The resistor, R, in the model, is provided to account for the returned heat 
energy to the surroundings through radiation, conduction, convection, and in 
some cases, forced cooling [13].   
The thermal capacity value %TCU is how the relay calculates present 
thermal capacity.  The %TCU value definition is taken from the SEL-749M 
manual in shown in equation EQ3.3.7 [13]. 
€ 
% Thermal Capacity = Present Heat Estimate( )PresentThermalTripValue( )
•100% EQ3.3.7 
The thermal element trip-time equations provide the model with a time-to-
trip value depending on the present heat estimate and present thermal trip value.  
Table 3.2 provides a list of definitions that are used in the trip-time equations 
given in the SEL-749M manual.  These equations will form the basis for 
calculating the specific thermal constants and values for the protection design in 
Chapter 5. 
Table 3.2 - SEL 749-M Relay Definitions [13] 
Symbol Definition 
I Motor current in per unit of full load current 
I0 Preload motor current in per unit of full load current 0.9*SF for stator initially at 
normal operating temperature (hot stator) OR 0 for cold stator and testing thermal 
element. 
Tp Thermal element trip time in seconds 
SETMETH Thermal element method setting 
SF Service factor setting 
RTC Run state time constant (minutes) 
T0 Locked rotor time constant (Relay setting LRTHOT in seconds) 
IL Locked rotor current (setting LRA) 
R Thermal resistance = 0.2*I2L*T0 
U0 Initial energy in per unit of R 
TD Acceleration factor setting 
CURVE Curve number setting (when SETMETH=Curve) 
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The following equations are both the general and rating method equations 
provided in the SEL-749M user manual [13].  These equations apply to both 
running and starting conditions.  Their implication on the MOV actuator motor 
protection design is discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
Equation EQ3.3.8 applies to the starting element when 12≥I≥2.5. 
   EQ3.3.8 
Equation EQ3.3.9 applies to the running element when 2.5>I>SF. 
   EQ3.3.9 
Equation EQ3.3.10 applies to the starting element when 12≥I≥2.5 and SETMETH 
= Rating.  To obtain the trip time (hot or cold rotor), substitute U0=R in EQ3.3.8.  
Also, use EQ3.3.8 when SETMETH:=Rating_1 with U0=R or U0=0 for the hot and 
cold rotor, respectively [13]. 
   EQ3.3.10 
Equation EQ3.3.11 and Equation EQ3.3.12 apply to the running element when 
2.5>I>SF and SETMETH=Rating or Rating_1. To obtain the trip time (hot stator), 
substitute I0=(0.9*SF) and RTC in Equation EQ3.3.9. 
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General Equations Equation F.10 applies to the starting element when 12 ? I ? 2.5.
Equation F.10
Equation F.11 applies to the running element when 2.5 > I > SF.
Equation F.11
Rating Method 
Equations
Equation F.12 applies to the starting element when 12 ? I ? 2.5 and 
SETMETH = Rating. To obtain the trip time (hot or cold rotor), substitute 
 in Equation F.10. (Also, use Equation F.10 when 
SETMETH := Rating_1 with  or  for the hot and cold rotor, 
respectively.)
Equation F.12
Equation F.13 and Equation F.14 apply to the running element when 
2.5 ? I ? SF and SETMETH = Rating or Rating_1. To obtain the trip time (hot 
stator), substitute  and RTC in Equation F.11
RTC ? Auto
Equation F.13
I = Motor current in per unit of full load current
I0 = Preload motor current in per unit of full load current
0.9 • SF for stator initially at normal operating temperature 
(hot stator) OR
O for cold stator and testing thermal element
Tp = Thermal element trip time in seconds
SETMETH = Thermal element method setting
SF = Service factor setting
RTC = Run state time constant (setting in minutes, see Table 4.4 
and Example 4.3)
TO = Locked rotor time hot (setting LRTHOT in seconds)
IL = Locked rotor current (setting LRA)
R =  
U0 = Initial energy in per unit of R
TD = Acceleration factor setting
CURVE = Curve number setting (when SETMETH = Curve)
Thermal resistance 0.2 IL
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  EQ3.3.11 
  EQ3.3.12 
3.3.4 Other Functions 
A number of other features are available for the protection engineer to use 
at his or her discretion.  The use of these additional features must be carefully 
evaluated depending on the specific application.  Other additional features of the 
SEL-749M include protection against; loss of load, phase reversal, under/over 
voltage, frequency, reverse power, power factor, and RTD.  For the application of 
MOV actuator motor protection, most of these features are unnecessary and if 
used, could overcomplicate and comprise the functionality of the motor.  Since 
the MOV must function with high reliability when activated, greater importance is 
stressed on the basic components of electrical protection that could cause more 
widespread harm while reserving these more complicated functions for protecting 
larger, more expensive, and less safety critical components. 
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Curve Method 
Equations
Equation F.15 and Equation F.16 apply to the starting element when 
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, and  in Equation F.10
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, and RTC in Equation F.11.
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4 ACTUATOR MOTOR TEST PLATFORM 
The Actuator Motor Test Platform used to perform the testing of this thesis 
consisted of both an electrical and mechanical system interfaced by the motor.  
The device under test (DUT) was the SEL 749-M microprocessor relay as 
interfaced with the 3-Phase induction motor.  The complete test setup was stored 
and operated in the Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Engines Laboratory.  Motor 
testing was performed and documented using the test methods described in 
Chapter 6 of this report.  
4.1 Electrical Design 
The electrical design of the test platform consisted of the components shown in 
Table 4.1 below.  Figure 4-1 shows the test setup components as arranged for 
carrying out a relay test. 
Table 4.1 - Electrical Component Description and Specified Function 
Component Function 
208V, 3-φ AC Source (30 Amp) Power Supply For Test Setup 
3-φ AC Variac  Bus Voltage Regulation 
SEL 749M Motor Protection Relay Microprocessor Relay Functions for 
Motor Protection 
3-φ AC Motor Contactor (120V Coil) Motor Start/Stop Control and Circuit 
Breaking 
3-φ, ½ HP AC Induction Machine MOV Actuator Motor 
Fluke 43B Power Quality Analyzer Measuring AC Current 
Test PC Capture and Collect Data from 
Magtrol 6001 Dynamometer 
Controller and SEL 749M Relay 
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Figure 4-1 - Experimental Test Setup Showing Motor, Dyno, Relay, and Contactor 
4.1.1 Motor Source Power 
The motor source power available for testing was 208V, 3-φ AC rated at 
30 Amps.  The source was delivered to the test setup by means of an insulated 
4-wire 14-gauge conductor.  Before arriving at the input terminals of the relay, the 
source power passed through a 3-φ AC variac.  The variac was used to step up 
the 208V source to establish the nominal 230V operating level as well as to 
perform specialized testing for undervoltage bus conditions.  Since the short 
circuit characteristics and line impedance of the source were unknown, the 
source was modeled as an infinite bus.  The 3-φ AC variac is shown in Figure 
4-2.  
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Figure 4-2 - 3-Phase AC Variac Used for Voltage Regulation 
4.1.2 Relay 
The SEL 749-M motor protection relay was programmed and used as the 
foundation of the electrical protection scheme.  The relay was connected as part 
of the motor and contactor circuit.  SEL provided an updated firmware for the 
relay as well as complete documentation. 
Because the induction motor used for testing operated at low running 
current (2-3 amps), current transformers were not necessary.  Instead, the 3-φ 
motor feeder lines were routed directly through the relay’s terminals.  Likewise, 
potential transformers were not used since the voltage input range of the SEL 
749-M is 100-250 Vac [13]. The line voltage was sensed directly off the motor 
feeder lines.  Figure 4-3 shows a block diagram of the relay I/O. 
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Figure 4-3 - Test Setup Block Diagram 
Control logic to the contactor was provided via the SEL 749-M.  Most 
traditional circuit breakers operate on self-latched, momentary pulse activation.  
In the case of this MOV motor protection setup, a latching active high output was 
required to drive the contactor coil.  During normal operation, the SEL 749-M 
sends a programmed latched signal to the contactor of 120V to close the 
contacts.  Upon a trip, the 749-M immediately opens the auxiliary output thereby 
opening the contactor coil circuit and interrupting the feeder current provided to 
the motor.  Since the relay auxiliary output is programmed to be latching, the coil 
will not close until the relay is remotely, automatically, or auto-thermally reset.  If 
the above protection system were installed in a real world application, relay 
outputs would need to drive both the contactor and the source side circuit 
breaker.  This is because the contactor is not designed to break fault currents.  
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4.1.3 Contactor 
The contactor used for testing was a three-phase contactor with one 
auxiliary input coil. Table 4.2 describes the contactor’s capabilities for normal 
operation.  Figure 4-4 shows the contactor installed in the protection circuit. 
As mentioned before, the contactor is only used to provide on-off control in 
real world applications.  If a fault were to occur on a system only protected by a 
contactor, the contactor would fail to break connection upon a relay trip signal 
due to welding of the contactor terminals.  Therefore, source side protection is 
required to protect the motor feeder.  This thesis assumes that the contactor and 
source side circuit breaker are functionally equivalent.  No real faults were tested 
as part of the experimentation using this test setup.   
Table 4.2 - Automation Direct Contactor 6H15CN Specifications [14] 
Contactor Type GH15CN 
Insulation Voltage  600 VAC 
Continuous Current 20 A 
200V 3 HP 
230V 3 HP 
460V 7.5 HP 
 
Max. Power of Three-
Phase Motors 60Hz 
575V 10 HP 
Auxiliary Contacts Rated Voltage: 600V 
 
 
Figure 4-4 - Motor Contactor 
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4.2 Mechanical Design 
The boundaries of the mechanical components of the test setup begin at 
the interface between the motor and the dynamometer.  The hysteresis 
dynamometer was used to impose a variable load profile on the simulated 
actuator motor.  The mechanical portion of this system included both the 
hysteresis dynamometer and its control system.  The motor and dynamometer 
set were mounted on a vibration-free slot table. 
4.2.1 Hysteresis Dynamometer 
The dynamometer used in testing was a Magtrol HD-705-6 hysteresis 
brake dynamometer.  The dynamometer and motor were connected together as 
shown in Figure 4-1.  The HD-705-6 is a convection-cooled hysteresis breaking 
dynamometer that relies on frictionless torque loading independent of shaft 
speed [15].  The dynamometer absorbs power using a reticulated pole structure 
and a specialty steel rotor/shaft assembly fitting together but physically separated 
by an air gap [15].  When a magnetizing force from DC current flowing through 
the field coil is applied to the pole structure, the air gap becomes a flux field and 
the rotor is magnetically restrained, providing a controlled counter-rotational force 
to the torque being applied by the loaded motor [15].  Figure 4-5 shows a cross 
diagram of the hysteresis brake assembly and its sub-components.  The 
electrical and magnetic design of this type of dynamometer allows breaking 
torque at any speed.  This includes breaking at low speeds and motor stall 
conditions.  Since MOV actuator motors are occasionally subject to stalled or 
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“locked rotor” conditions, the hysteresis brake dynamometer proved to be an 
ideal candidate for testing. 
 
Figure 4-5 - Magtrol Hysteresis Dynamometer Rotor and Pole Structure [15] 
To safely operate the dynamometer within its acceptable thermal ratings, 
consideration of the energy absorbed by the dynamometer during testing was 
necessary.  Figure 4-6 shows the allowable region of operation the dynamometer 
can operate in during testing.  The area under the curve is the allowable thermal 
energy rating of the convection-cooled dynamometer.   
 
Figure 4-6 - HD 705 Ratings and Power Absorption Curve [15] 
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To safely dissipate heat and avoid Dynamometer failure, the 
maximum power rating is the most important consideration 
in selecting a Dynamometer.
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All of Magtrol’s controllers, readouts and software 
calculate horsepower as defined by 1 hp = 550 lb·ft / s. 
Using this definition:
?? ? ? ??????? ? ?????
Magtrol offers three types of dynamometer brakes to absorb load: Hysteresis, Eddy Current and Magnetic Powder.  Each type 
of Dynamometer has advantages and limitations and choosing the correct one will depend largely on the type of testing to be 
performed.  With over 50 models to choose from, Magtrol Sales professionals are readily available to assist in selecting the proper 
Dynamometer to meet your testing needs.
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Figure 4–11  HD 705 Power Absorption Curve
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Figure 4–12  HD 715 Power Absorption Curve
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The induction motor used for testing was rated at 1/2 horsepower.  
Operating at continuous duty, the required absorbed power of the dynamometer 
is 373W (1/2 hp).  From Figure 4-6, the maximum continuous input power is 
300W and the maximum input power for <5 minutes is 1400W.  These ratings are 
derived from the thermal properties of the convection cooled dynamometer 
rotor/stator metal components.  Due to the non-continuous inherent operation of 
MOV valve actuator motors, the <5 minute rating of 1400W is the applicable limit 
for this application.   
An important aspect of the allowed energy absorption is with the stroke 
time.  The assumed stroke time of the valve motor testing in this thesis was close 
to 20 seconds.  This is a typical stroke time of a gate valve operated on a small 
medium pipe diameter.  Considerations such as motor pole structure and 
operating frequency can affect the time duration of the valve travel.  These are 
electrical parameters.  Another set of factors, mechanical in nature, can affect the 
stroke time, and hence motor running time.  These factors are as follows: 
• Valve Type (Gate, Butterfly, etc) 
• Valve Gear Ratio (dependant on maximum ΔP and size of motor) 
• Pipe Diameter Size  
• Induction Motor Pole Structure (correspondence to motor RPM at fixed f ) 
• Other Operational Factors (waterhammer, throttling, process control) 
All the above factors can play a role in the stroke time and impact the energy 
required from the motor during a close or opening stroke.  At lower speeds and 
greater torque, the thermal power increases.  Since these high torque periods 
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are typically an integral of the complete stroke cycle, the high thermal power 
exhibited on the dynamometer during these transients is acceptable. 
4.2.2 Dynamometer Control System 
A PC running Magtrol’s M-Test 5.0 software was used to control the 
dynamometer.  This software allowed the dynamometer to be controlled in a 
“closed-loop” configuration receiving control input from both speed and torque 
sensors mounted in the HD-705 dynamometer.  The closed loop control system 
provided the necessary I/O capability for the dynamometer to receive a user-
defined torque/time curve.  Figure 4-7 shows the computer and controller test 
equipment. 
 
Figure 4-7 - Experimental Test Setup Showing Computer Interface 
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The Magtrol controller used was the DSP6001, “High Speed 
Programmable Controller”.  This controller allowed continuous control of the 
dynamometer defined by user defined torque/time curves.  The M-Test software 
provided the graphical interface necessary to enter the pre-designed curves.  
The controller operates in closed-loop mode using a PID (proportion gain, 
integral and derivative) control scheme.  Before a closed-loop control curved can 
be run, calibration of the PID values is required to compensate the closed loop 
signals.  This is accomplished by running the motor against dynamometer 
impulse step functions.  The controller then plots the two graphs on one screen 
as seen in Figure 4-8.   
 
Figure 4-8 - Dynamometer Curve Mode PID Adjustment Example 
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The step input magnitude is the typical maximum load of the motor.  Using the 
graphical representations shown in Figure 4-8 as real time references, the 
associated PID values are adjusted by the user until the measured torque step 
curve matches the theoretical input step curve.  Aligning these two curves as 
best as possible ensures a properly compensated closed-loop feedback network 
that in turn, gives accurate and responsive testing results. 
After successfully calibrating the dynamometer control system, inputting 
the torque curves and running the profile on the motor were simple and intuitive.  
The control software also captured an output torque curve and data values for 
each simulation.  All this data was recorded and captured for each simulation and 
is presented in Chapter 6 as part of the Testing and Analysis. 
4.3 Testing Performance Characteristics 
4.3.1 AC Induction Motor 
The 3-φ AC induction machine used for testing was a general purpose, 
continuous duty, electric machine.  Because MOV actuator motors are typically 
designed for their particular application, an assumption was made with respect to 
the different motor characteristics of this general-purpose machine.  Neglecting 
this difference, the following nameplate and experimental characteristics of this 
motor were discovered and used in the design of the actuator motor test. 
Table 4.3 contains the nameplate values for the AC motor.  The device is 
a ½ horsepower 3-φ general purpose AC induction machine.  The normal current 
ratings and performance characteristics are included in the table.  The motor has 
the ability to be connected at either 230/460V operation. 
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Table 4.3 - Test Motor Nameplate 
Westinghouse AC Motor 
S# 311P327 SER FA79 
HP 1/2 TYPE FS 
RPM 1725 SF 1.0 
V 230/460 PH 3 
A 2.8/1.4 AMB 40 
HZ 60 CODE N 
FR T56 INS B* 
TIME CONT   
Several tests were performed on the motor to extract useful data points to 
assist in determining the optimum protection settings.  These tests were run 
using the dynamometer coupled to the motor.  Figure 4-9 shows the output of the 
dynamometer controller software after a ramping curve was applied to the motor.  
This curve was meant to test the motor at varying loads all the way up to the 
locked rotor condition.  This figure also shows the speed as measured from the 
dynamometer.  As the torque reaches the locked rotor value, the speed collapses 
accordingly. 
 
Figure 4-9 - Motor Ramp Test Curve 
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Using the data generated from the M-Test software, the peak torque at 
stall was 58.15 LB-IN.  The current at the locked rotor value was measured to be 
13 amps.  This is greater than the starting current value of 7 amps.  
Figure 4-9 shows an increasing torque profile as the load is linearly added 
to the motor by the dynamometer.  As the torque increases past the rated value, 
the speed begins to drop off.  At this point the slip, S, has increased and the 
motor begins to stall.  Directly after the stall, the motor settles to a new value of 
torque.  This value represented the locked rotor torque applied by the motor.  
The peak torque is higher due to the inertia of the motor caused by the spinning 
mechanical potential energy of the rotor.  This inertia is unwanted in MOV 
actuator motor design to due the motor continuing to spin after the power has 
been switched off which could lead to valve overtravel and damage. 
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5 PROTECTION DESIGN 
The electrical protection design for the MOV actuator motor used in the 
testing of the thesis is based on the functions of the SEL 749-M microprocessor 
relay.  The relay was programmed with the design specifications using the motor 
nameplate and testing characteristic data as design inputs.  The settings were 
then uploaded to the relay and the design implemented.  Subsequent testing was 
performed and documented in Chapter 6 of this report.  The following sections 
discuss how the design parameters were chosen for the SEL 749-M. 
5.1 Overview of Microprocessor Relay Functions 
The four main categories of the SEL 749-M settings are: general, 
overcurrent, thermal, and logical.  General settings provide definitions for the 
operating environment of the relay.  These are settings such as phase rotation, 
nominal bus voltage, and average running current.  The overcurrent relay 
settings used in the MOV motor application are intended to protect the motor and 
feeder for short circuit conditions.  Thermal overload settings are the basis for the 
advanced thermal protection provided by the relay.  These settings include 
locked rotor current, thermal time constants, and resetting times.  The logical 
settings provide the relay output logic such as latching/non-latching, active 
high/low, and can have the output contacts respond to user programmable 
custom trip equations.  All the settings defined in this chapter are summarized in 
a device setting printout from the SEL relay software as part of Appendix A.  The 
design specific settings are highlighted in the following sections. 
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5.2 General Settings  
Table 5.1 provides a subset of some of the more important settings that 
are considered general settings.  A short justification is provided for the basis of 
each setting.  These settings are provided as generic support of the protection 
methodologies below (short circuit, thermal overload, etc).  
Table 5.1 - Relay Test General Settings 
Setting Value Basis 
CTR1 Phase (IA,IB,IC) CT 
Ratio 
1 Relay is installed in-line to motor 
feeder.  Running current is below rated 
relay phase current.  No CTs 
necessary to step down line current for 
small motors.  
FLA1 Motor FLA [Full Load 
Amps] (amps) 
2.8 This value is taken from the motor 
nameplate rating. This is the full-load 
running current at 230VL-L. 
CTRN Neutral (IN) CT Ratio 1 Relay is installed in-line to motor 
feeder.  The neutral conductor passes 
directly though the relay neutral input.  
No CT necessary to step down neutral 
current for small motors. 
PTR PT Ratio 1 Incoming line potential (230V) is less 
than the relays maximum line voltage 
of 250V. No PTR necessary. 
VNOM Line Voltage, Nominal 
Line-to-Line (volts) 
230 This is the nominal motor bus VL-L. The 
actual bus voltage may change due to 
degraded bus conditions or testing at 
different voltages. 
Delta_Y Transformer 
Connection 
WYE The motor and current transformers are 
all connected in “WYE” connections.  
 
5.3 Overcurrent 
Table 5.2 describes the overcurrent settings and their bases.  The 
overcurrent settings were designed to protect against both feeder and motor 
short circuit conditions as described in Section 3.2.1.   
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Table 5.2 - Relay Test Overcurrent Settings 
Setting Value Basis 
50P1P Phase Overcurrent Trip 
Pickup (xFLA) 
10 The instantaneous overcurrent pickup 
should be set approximately 7-10x 
FLA.  Setting this value at 10 gives the 
motor actuator the most conservatism 
necessary to operate while still 
protecting against short circuit faults.  
Since the system bus faulting was 
unknown at the motor terminals, this 
value was unable to be validated using 
the system impedance and expected 
fault currents.  
50P1D Phase Overcurrent Trip 
Delay (seconds) 
0 A value of ‘0’ defines this overcurrent 
element as ‘instantaneous’.  An 
instantaneous pickup is chosen since 
thermal overload is handled in a 
separate element and the relay should 
open immediately upon a short circuit 
fault to protect the motor and feeder 
from extensive damage and fire.  This 
element also provides protection 
against tripping upstream buses and 
transformers.  
 
5.4 Thermal Overload 
The motor thermal overload element built into the SEL 749-M is perhaps 
the most complex feature of the relay.  This element continuously analyzes the 
current and thermal capacity of the motor depending on the conditions and status 
of the motors operation.  The settings in Table 5.3 provide the basic inputs to the 
thermal overload model.  The rest of the computations provided to the model are 
done within the relay itself. 
As discussed in Section 3.3.3, the thermal overload model is quite 
complex.  The main setting choice within this element is between the “rating” or 
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“curve” model for thermal overload protection.  As shown in the table below, the 
“rating” method was chosen for the reasons discussed in Section 3.3.3. 
Table 5.3 - Relay Test Thermal Overload Settings 
Setting Value Basis 
E49MOTOR Thermal Overload 
Protection 
Y This includes the thermal overload 
element within the ‘TRIP’ equation.  
SETMETH Thermal Overload 
Method 
Rating The rating element is chosen due to 
the non-continuous duty motor 
application.  The rating method allows 
for faster %TCU changes and smaller 
thermal time constants.  
49RSTP Thermal Overload 
Reset Level (%TCU) 
99 99%TCU thermal overload reset was 
chosen to ensure conservatism of the 
motor to operate after an overloaded 
condition.  The emphasis is on 
protecting the motor during running, 
not protecting against multiple starts. 
SF Service Factor 1.01 This value comes from the motor 
nameplate. 
LRA1 Motor LRA (Locked 
Rotor Amps) (xFLA) 
4.6 This value was obtained from 
experimental testing.  At locked rotor 
conditions, the motor current was 
approximately 13 amps.  This 
corresponds to 4.6*2.8 = 13 A. 
LRTHOT1 Locked Rotor Time 
(seconds) 
8.0 The locked rotor time is a function of 
the time allowed before significant 
insulation degradation occurs. 8 
seconds was chosen with guidance 
from an IEEE journal article [16].  
TD1 Thermal Overload Time 
Dial 
1.00 The SEL 749-M users manual 
suggests this setting.  It is the time 
constant associated with the thermal 
overload condition.  
RTC1 Running Time Constant 
(minutes) 
Auto Setting this to ‘auto’ allows for internal 
%TCU computations to be calculated 
based upon a running averaged time 
constant.  
COOLTIME Stopped Cool 
Time (minutes) 
75 This is the time constant for a fully 
loaded motor to return to ambient 
temperature after a continuous run.  
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5.5 Logical Functions 
The SEL 749-M was set to use a latch bit for the output relay OUT101.  
This allowed the relay output status to remain ‘fixed’ providing a constant logic 
signal to the contactor upon a ‘trip’ or ‘start’.  This feature should be utilized when 
using a non-latching type of contactor such as the one used in testing.  If a circuit 
breaker is used, only a momentary pulse is needed to trip the breaker.   
The start and stop logic variables were used to control the state of the 
contactor.  Sending a ‘START’ word signal allowed the OUT101 relay to close 
thereby allowing current to pass through the auxiliary coil of the contactor closing 
the motor feeder circuit.  A logical ‘STOP’ could also be issued to open the 
contactor in a similar fashion.  These logical variables were in addition to the 
‘TRIP’ variable issued by the relays overcurrent or thermal overload elements.  
5.6 Other Functions 
The SEL 749-M also contains additional elements that were chosen to 
comprise the MOV actuator motor electrical protection design.  These elements 
include; load jam, current imbalance, and phase reversal trips.  Table 5.4 shows 
these settings and their bases.  
Table 5.4 - Relay Test Other Functions Settings 
Setting Value Basis 
LJTPU Load Jam Trip Pickup 
(xFLA) 
3 This value was chosen from 
experimental results.  In real world 
applications, experimental data would 
not be available to determine values 
such as Load Jam current.  In this 
case, the motor NEMA code could be 
used as an approximation for this 
value.  
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LJTPU Load Jam Trip Delay 
(seconds) 
8 The load jam delay time is a function of 
the time allowed before significant 
insulation degradation occurs. 8 
seconds was chosen with guidance 
from an IEEE journal article [16]. 
46UBT Current Imbalance Trip 
Pickup (%) 
50 A 50% current imbalance trip was 
chosen to take the motor offline in the 
event of a loss-of-phase.  Upon a loss 
of phase, high negative sequence 
currents could potentially overload and 
damage the motor.  Also, with one 
phase out, the motor may not have 
enough torque to see a full stroke.  
Tripping the motor will provide a status 
to display in the control room and allow 
the operators to take appropriate action 
to remedy the situation.  
46UBTD Current Imbalance 
Trip Delay (seconds) 
10 10 seconds is required for a current 
imbalance of 50% to occur before a trip 
occurs.  This will avoid nuisance trips 
due to momentary imbalanced 
conditions that might be caused by 
voltage fluctuations.  
E47T Phase Reversal 
Detection 
Y The phase reversal detection element 
is an important status indicator.  This 
element will alarm the control room in 
the event the motor is wired incorrectly.  
The consequences of a motor with 
reversed phases could lead to 
unknown status and reversed logic 
potentially misleading operators to the 
desired action of the MOV.  
TDURD Minimum Trip time 
(seconds) 
0.5 The minimum trip time is an overall 
time delay established by the relay to 
provide a buffer for measurement 
uncertainties.  0.5 seconds was chosen 
for this setting due to its insignificant 
effect during an instantaneous 
overcurrent trip.  
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6 TESTING AND ANALYSIS 
This chapter documents the testing and analysis performed using the 
motor actuator test platform.  The testing was broken down into two main 
categories: Valve Close Stroke and Valve Open Stroke Scenarios.  For each 
category five different test scenarios were designed and implemented to test the 
actuator motor electrical protection against its design basis and calculations in 
Chapter 5.  Several basic metrics were established to determine the 
effectiveness of the protection system including: 
1. Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was required? 
2. Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was not required? 
3. Did the relay trip the motor in the required time given a fault condition 
that would have resulted in motor winding degradation? 
For the multiple scenarios that were tested, a summary table illustrates the 
above metrics demonstrating the protection systems logic in assessing a 
degraded MOV condition and acting according to the specified design. 
6.1 Summary of Curve Testing Profiles 
Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 demonstrate the different torque vs. time curves 
that were exhibited by the dynamometer on the actuator motor to simulate the 
different types of degraded conditions typical MOV actuator motors experience.  
These graphs serve as a summary of the faults tested in each scenario detailed 
in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.  An explanation of the graph’s features is presented with 
each curve.   
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6.1.1 Summary of Closed Stroke with Fluid Flow Test Curves 
Figure 6-1 below shows a summary of the four curves used for close 
stroke testing.  
 
Figure 6-1 - Summary of Valve Close Stroke Test Curves 
The above curves were modeled after those proposed in [17]. The first 
curve, normal (red), shows a typical torque vs. time curve for an MOV actuator 
motor that is in a close stroke that is cutting off fluid flow.  Typical characteristics 
of this normal close curve are described in detail.   
The first characteristic torque spike in the normal curve is a hammerblow 
impulse at T+1 seconds which is a characteristic of the valve motor engaging 
travel in the gear system. After the initial freeing of the valve from its static 
position a reduction in torque is seen as the valve picks up momentum and stem 
lubrication increases.  As the valve proceeds to travel to its closed position, a 
relatively constant torque is applied due to the constant pressure on the valve 
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gate by the decreasingly flowing fluid pressure.  Finally, the valve experiences an 
exponential increase in torque as the valve gate begins to press into the bonnet.  
It is at this time that the close torque switch engages and opens the motor’s 
electrical contacts.  
The tight packing curve, is similarly defined as the “normal” curve but with 
the addition of increased stem friction at the end of stem travel.  This additional 
friction provides greater imposed torque on the motor at a non-linear rate of 
increase.  The tight packing is modeled in the curve with a gradually increasing 
torque curve.  The initial effects of the hammerblow in the case of tight packing 
are more intensely pronounced due to the higher static friction forces required to 
establish gear shaft momentum.    
The no stem lube curve exhibits linearly increasing torque vs. time for the 
duration of the valve travel.  This is in addition to the initial transients associated 
with the same mechanisms as the first “normal” curve.  The linear nature of this 
curve is due to the constant coefficient of friction between the valve stem and 
packing.  Without proper stem lubrication, the packing can dry and bind the valve 
from stroking easily.  Large motor torques is required to combat this friction force 
in addition to the standard forces for a properly lubricated stem. 
Lastly, the tight packing with obstruction curve exhibits the same initial 
behavior as the tight packing curve with the addition of a locked rotor condition 
imposed on the actuator motor.  This torque impulse is shown in Figure 6-1.  
These curves were all part of the close stroke testing performed to challenge the 
electrical protection of the MOV actuator motor test setup.  
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6.1.2 Summary of Open Stroke with Fluid Flow Test Curves 
Figure 6-2 shows a summary of the four curves used for open stroke 
testing.  
 
Figure 6-2 - Summary of Valve Open Stroke Test Curves 
The curves shown in Figure 6-2 are very similar to the close stroke curves 
in Figure 6-1.  The main differences are within the mid-travel characteristics.  As 
the valve strokes open, and fluid begins to flow, less force is required to 
overcome the dynamic effects of fluid flow.  This is shown in “Normal” graphs 
linear and then negative slope.  It is notable to show that the “normal” and broken 
limit switch curves are identical except for at the very last instant (19 seconds).  
The broken limit switch curve assumes a “normal” operating characteristic up 
until the very end where the limit switch fails to open the motor circuit and the 
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valve closes to its physical limit.  At this point, the motor’s rotor locks and the 
motor current approaches the locked rotor value.   
The open stroke tight packing curve suffers from the same degradation as 
the closed stroke.  The mid-stroke hump associated with the tight packing 
increases the overall peak torque during the stroke.  As in the case of the 
“normal” curve, the torque or resistance begins to taper off as the valve 
completes its open stroke.  These curves were all part of the open stroke testing 
performed to challenge the electrical protection of the MOV actuator motor test 
setup. 
6.2 Valve Close Stroke Tests 
The valve close stroke tests were the first to be tested using the new 
protection scheme.  These tests overall demonstrated the ability for the electrical 
protection system, based upon the SEL-749M, to be able to interrupt a 
mechanical degradation that could lead to a loss of valve function or other 
upstream electrical damage while not tripping on a non-damaging overloaded 
condition.  
The following graphs and data collected for each scenario show the close 
stroke experimental results including the following items: original test curve, test 
curve as measured, Magtrol graphical output test curve, motor running current, 
and %TCU relay graph.  Also shown is a table of relay motor data including: 
maximum starting current, minimum starting bus voltage, and starting %TCU.  
Lastly, a summary table captures the final conclusions of the protection schemes 
effectiveness followed by a summarizing discussion. 
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6.2.1 Scenario 1: Normal Close Stroke  
 
Figure 6-3 - Postulated Normal Close Stroke Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-4 - Experimental Normal Close Stroke Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-5 - Experimental Normal Close Stroke M-TEST 5.0 Output 
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Figure 6-6 - Motor Running Current vs. Time for Normal Close Stroke 
 
 
Figure 6-7 - Motor %TCU vs. Time for Normal Close Stroke 
Table 6.1 - Scenario #1 Relay Status Output Table 
Date of Motor Start 10/31/2010 
Time of Motor Start 16:58:21.897 
Number of Starts 1 
Start Time (s) 0.4 
Start %TCU 27 
Max Start I (A) 7 
Min Start V (v) 225 
 
Table 6.2 - Scenario #1 Results Summary Table 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded? No 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded and non-functional? No 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was required? N/A 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was not required? No 
Did the relay trip the motor in the required time given a fault condition that would have 
resulted in motor winding degradation? 
N/A 
 
As seen from the data above, the electrical protection relay properly performed in 
this scenario and did not spuriously trip the motor under normal conditions.  
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6.2.2 Scenario 2: Close Stroke with Tight Packing 
 
Figure 6-8 - Postulated Tight Packing Close Stroke Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-9 - Experimental Tight Packing Close Stroke Torque vs. Time 
 
 
Figure 6-10 - Experimental Tight Packing Close Stroke M-TEST 5.0 Output 
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Figure 6-11 - Motor Running Current vs. Time for Tight Packing Close Stroke 
 
Figure 6-12 - Motor % TCU vs. Time for Tight Packing Close Stroke 
Table 6.3 - Scenario #2 Relay Status Output Table 
Date of Motor Start 10/31/2010 
Time of Motor Start 17:13:49:884 
Number of Starts 1 
Start Time (s) 0.4 
Start %TCU 18 
Max Start I (A) 7 
Min Start V (v) 225 
 
Table 6.4 - Scenario #2 Results Summary Table 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded? Yes 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded and non-functional? No 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was required? N/A 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was not required? No 
Did the relay trip the motor in the required time given a fault condition that would have 
resulted in motor winding degradation? 
N/A 
 
As seen from the above data, the electrical protection relay properly performed in 
this scenario and did not spuriously trip the motor under slightly degraded 
conditions caused by tight stem packing.  The %TCU remains constant 
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throughout the valve’s stroke.  However, the current increases as the torque load 
applied to the motor increases towards the end of the stroke.  Because the motor 
starting current contributes to the relays %TCU calculation (18%) as the motor 
begins to run loaded, it actually cools down.  This accounts for the steady state 
%TCU for a less than fully loaded motor.  
Table 6.4 shows that the protection system performed as designed for this 
type of degradation.  In this case, one would expect the motor to not trip since 
the condition is only slightly degrading and does not directly lead to a degraded 
motor that could jeopardize system safety.  
6.2.3 Scenario 3: Close Stroke with Poor Stem Lubrication 
 
Figure 6-13 - Postulated Poor Stem Lube Close Stroke Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-14 - Experimental Poor Stem Lube Close Stroke Torque vs. Time 
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Figure 6-15 - Experimental Poor Stem Lube Close Stroke M-TEST 5.0 Output 
 
Figure 6-16 - Motor Running Current vs. Time for Poor Stem Lube Close Stroke 
 
Figure 6-17 - Motor %TCU vs. Time for Poor Stem Lube Close Stroke 
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Table 6.5 - Scenario #3 Relay Status Output Table 
Date of Motor Start 10/31/2010 
Time of Motor Start 17:30:00:733 
Number of Starts 1 
Start Time (s) 0.4 
Start %TCU 18 
Max Start I (A) 7 
Min Start V (v) 224 
 
Table 6.6 - Scenario #3 Results Summary Table 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded? Yes 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded and non-functional? No 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was required? N/A 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was not required? No 
Did the relay trip the motor in the required time given a fault condition that would have 
resulted in motor winding degradation? 
N/A 
 
As seen from the above data, the electrical protection relay properly performed in 
this scenario and did not spuriously trip the motor under slightly degraded 
conditions caused by poor stem lubrication.  Similarly to Scenario 2, these results 
were expected and the protection system performed as designed. 
The linear torque increase associated with this degradation led to an 
increase in running current during the stroke.  This result is seen in Figure 6-16.  
While the current increases, the %TCU remains fixed, again due to the 
cancellation of the heat generated during the startup period compared with the 
lower operating thermal requirements for the remainder of the stroke cycle.  
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6.2.4 Scenario 4: Close Stroke with Valve Obstruction 
 
Figure 6-18 - Postulated Close Stroke with Valve Obstruction Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-19 - Experimental Close Stroke with Valve Obstruction Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-20 - Experimental Close Stroke with Valve Obstruction M-TEST 5.0 Output 
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Figure 6-21 - Motor Running Current vs. Time for Obstructed Close Stroke 
 
Figure 6-22 - Motor %TCU vs. Time for Obstructed Close Stroke 
Table 6.7 - Scenario #4 Relay Status Output Table 
Date of Motor Start 10/31/2010 
Time of Motor Start 17:46:24.751 
Number of Starts 1 
Start Time (s) 0.4 
Start %TCU 23 
Max Start I (A) 7 
Min Start V (v) 224 
 
Table 6.8 - Scenario #4 Results Summary Table 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded? Yes 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded and non-functional? Yes 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was required? Yes 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was not required? No 
Did the relay trip the motor in the required time given a fault condition that would have 
resulted in motor winding degradation? 
Yes 
 
As seen from the above data, the electrical protection relay properly performed in 
this scenario and tripped the motor upon a thermal overload condition due to an 
obstruction jamming the actuator motor rotor. 
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The data obtained in Scenario 4 shows the most critical results obtained 
by these tests.  In this scenario, the protection system has been designed to 
react to the locked rotor condition due to jamming of the actuator motor rotor.  
Figure 6-21 shows the motor running currents increase during the valve stroke.  
At the 15-second mark, the dynamometer applied locked rotor current to the 
motor.  This corresponded to a motor running current increase to approximately 
14 Amps.  It is noteworthy to state this current level is above the maximum 
starting current of 7 Amps as shown in Table 6.7.  This motor current increase 
led to an increase in the relays calculated %TCU as shown in Figure 6-22.  This 
increase peaks out at 100% TCU which is the point at which the relay determines 
that maximum thermal level has been reached for the motor and consequently 
trips the motor offline.  From the time the motor reached locked current to the 
relay sending the trip signal, 4 seconds passed.  This is within the acceptable 
range of locked rotor current for this motor.  Since the relay responded 
adequately to trip the motor, the health and reliability of the motor were 
preserved as well as the safety of the electrical system.  
Figure 6-20 shows the dynamometer torque curve as captured from the 
Magtrol M-Test software.  This curve has a noteworthy feature where the torque 
value, following locked rotor (maximum value) steps down to an intermediate 
level before the relay trips the motor.  This difference between maximum locked 
rotor torque and continuous locked rotor torque is due to the inertia associated 
with the motor angular frequency momentum of the rotor. 
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6.2.5 Scenario 5: Normal Close Stroke at 80% Rated Voltage 
 
Figure 6-23 - Postulated Normal Low Bus Voltage Close Stroke Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-24 - Experimental Normal Low Bus Voltage Close Stroke Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-25 - Experimental Normal Low Voltage Close Stroke M-TEST 5.0 Output 
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Figure 6-26 - Motor Running Current vs. Time for Low Bus Voltage Normal Close Stroke 
 
Figure 6-27 - Motor %TCU vs. Time for Low Bus Voltage Normal Close Stroke 
Table 6.9 - Scenario #5 Relay Status Output Table 
Date of Motor Start 10/31/2010 
Time of Motor Start 18:22:30.413 
Number of Starts 1 
Start Time (s) 0.5 
Start %TCU 26 
Max Start I (A) 9 
Min Start V (v) 179 
 
Table 6.10 - Scenario #5 Results Summary Table 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded? Yes 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded and non-functional? No 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was required? N/A 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was not required? No 
Did the relay trip the motor in the required time given a fault condition that would have 
resulted in motor winding degradation? 
N/A 
 
As seen from the above data, the electrical protection relay properly performed in 
this scenario and did not trip on a low bus voltage degraded condition.  A low bus 
voltage condition is very common in nuclear plant accident analysis.  This 
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condition usually assumes a loss of offsite power concurrent with a single unit trip 
(in the case of a dual unit plant).  This type of analysis ensures that enough 
torque will develop, in the case of MOV operation, to be able to complete the 
valve stroke.  In this test, the bus voltage was lowered to 0.8 p.u. (184V) of the 
nominal voltage 1 p.u. (230V).  As a result of this condition, the starting current 
was higher as shown in Table 6.10. (11 A instead of typically 7 A).  Because this 
test was with a normal torque curve for a close stroke, the motor running current 
graph and %TCU calculation appeared constant.  When comparing the 
experimental motor torque curve from this test to the one in Scenario 1 (1 p.u. 
bus voltage), this scenario shows that the maximum torque developed at the 
close of the stroke has a ‘stepped’ characteristic unlike the 1 p.u. torque curve’s 
closer resemblance to the postulated curve.  This is a result of the lower bus 
voltage scenario motor having greater difficulty reaching the required torque due 
less bus voltage and hence torque.  The equation relating bus voltage to motor 
developed torque is as follows: 
  
€ 
TStall = TStall at Vbus=1.0p.u ⋅ (Vbus p.u.)2    EQ 6.2.1 
For this scenario: TStall = 20 lb-in and Vbus p.u = 0.8: 
  
€ 
TStall = 20 lb − in⋅ (0.8)2 =12.8 lb − in    EQ 6.2.2 
In this test, the motor was able to generate more than the 12.8 lb-in at the initial 
torque but this was mainly due to the inertial effects of the rotor mass.  
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6.3 Valve Open Stroke Tests 
6.3.1 Scenario 6: Normal Open Stroke 
 
Figure 6-28 - Postulated Normal Open Stroke Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-29 - Experimental Normal Open Stroke Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-30 - Experimental Normal Open Stroke M-TEST 5.0 Output 
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Figure 6-31 - Motor Running Current vs. Time for Normal Open Stroke 
 
Figure 6-32 - Motor %TCU vs. Time for Normal Open Stroke 
Table 6.11 - Scenario #6 Relay Status Output Table 
Date of Motor Start 12/11/2010 
Time of Motor Start 14:54:21.021 
Number of Starts 1 
Start Time (s) 0.4 
Start %TCU 21 
Max Start I (A) 7 
Min Start V (v) 226 
 
Table 6.12 - Scenario #6 Results Summary Table 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded? No 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded and non-functional? No 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was required? N/A 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was not required? No 
Did the relay trip the motor in the required time given a fault condition that would have 
resulted in motor winding degradation? 
N/A 
 
As seen from the above data, the electrical protection relay was properly 
configured to allow a normal open stroke to occur without any rise in %TCU or 
overcurrent trips.  The basis for this operation is the same as Scenario 1.  
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6.3.2 Scenario 7: Open Stroke with Tight Packing 
 
Figure 6-33 - Postulated Open Stroke with Tight Packing Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-34 - Experimental Open Stroke with Tight Packing Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-35 - Experimental Open Stroke with Tight Packing M-TEST 5.0 Output 
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Figure 6-36 - Motor Running Current vs. Time for Open Stroke with Tight Packing 
 
Figure 6-37 - Motor %TCU vs. Time for Open Stroke with Tight Packing 
Table 6.13 - Scenario #7 Relay Status Output Table 
Date of Motor Start 12/11/2010 
Time of Motor Start 15:40:28.142 
Number of Starts 1 
Start Time (s) 1.0 
Start %TCU 35 
Max Start I (A) 14 
Min Start V (v) 223 
 
Table 6.14 - Scenario #7 Results Summary Table 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded? Yes 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded and non-functional? No 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was required? N/A 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was not required? No 
Did the relay trip the motor in the required time given a fault condition that would have 
resulted in motor winding degradation? 
N/A 
 
As seen from the above data, the electrical protection relay was properly 
configured to allow an open stroke to occur without tripping the relay with a tight 
stem packing degraded condition. 
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6.3.3 Scenario 8: Open Stroke with Poor Stem Lubrication 
 
Figure 6-38 - Postulated Open Stroke with Poor Stem Lubrication Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-39 - Experimental Open Stroke with Poor Stem Lubrication Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-40 - Experimental Open Stroke with Poor Stem Lubrication M-TEST 5.0 Output 
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Figure 6-41 - Motor Running Current vs. Time for Open Stroke with Poor Stem Lubrication 
 
Figure 6-42 - Motor %TCU vs. Time for Open Stroke with Poor Stem Lubrication 
Table 6.15 - Scenario #8 Relay Status Output Table 
Date of Motor Start 12/11/2010 
Time of Motor Start 15:56:02.553 
Number of Starts 1 
Start Time (s) 0.4 
Start %TCU 20 
Max Start I (A) 6 
Min Start V (v) 227 
 
Table 6.16 - Scenario #8 Results Summary Table 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded? Yes 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded and non-functional? No 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was required? N/A 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was not required? No 
Did the relay trip the motor in the required time given a fault condition that would have 
resulted in motor winding degradation? 
N/A 
 
As seen from the above data, the electrical protection relay was properly 
configured to allow an open stroke to occur without tripping the relay with a 
poorly lubricated stem degraded condition. 
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6.3.4 Scenario 9: Open Stroke with Broken Limit Switch 
 
Figure 6-43 - Postulated Open Stroke with Broken Limit Switch Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-44 - Experimental Open Stroke with Broken Limit Switch Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-45 - Experimental  Open Stroke with Broken Limit Switch M-TEST 5.0 Output 
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Figure 6-46 - Motor Running Current vs. Time for Open Stroke with Broken Limit Switch 
 
Figure 6-47 - Motor %TCU vs. Time for Open Stroke with Broken Limit Switch 
Table 6.17 - Scenario #9 Relay Status Output Table 
Date of Motor Start 12/11/2010 
Time of Motor Start 16:11:26.540 
Number of Starts 1 
Start Time (s) 1.2 
Start %TCU 40 
Max Start I (A) 14 
Min Start V (v) 223 
 
Table 6.18 - Scenario #9 Results Summary Table 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded? Yes 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded and non-functional? Yes 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was required? Yes 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was not required? No 
Did the relay trip the motor in the required time given a fault condition that would have 
resulted in motor winding degradation? 
Yes 
 
As seen from the above data, the electrical protection relay was properly 
configured to trip the motor on an open stroke with a broken limit switch that 
resulted in a locked rotor condition for the motor.  Again, the results of this 
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scenario were similar to that of Scenario 4.  As the motor current increases to 
locked rotor with the broken limit switch degradation, the running current 
increases to the locked rotor value as shown in Figure 6-46.  The locked rotor 
value of 14 A is the same as in Scenario 4.  In a similar manner, the %TCU 
calculation from the relay also increases to reflect the higher thermal capacity 
utilization factor by the motor.  This value does not begin to increase until the 
running current reaches a value close to the locked rotor value.  When the %TCU 
calculation reaches 100%, the relay trips the motor offline as expected.  This 
locked rotor time was 3 seconds.  If the motor is exposed to locked rotor 
conditions longer than this time, insulation degradation and rotor melting could 
occur. 
6.3.5 Scenario 10: Normal Open Stroke at 80% Rated Voltage 
 
Figure 6-48 - Postulated Open Stroke at 80% Rated Voltage Torque vs. Time 
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Figure 6-49 - Experimental Open Stroke at 80% Rated Voltage Torque vs. Time 
 
Figure 6-50 - Experimental Open Stroke at 80% Rated Voltage M-TEST 5.0 Output 
 
Figure 6-51 - Motor Running Current vs. Time for Open Stroke at 80% Rated Voltage 
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Figure 6-52 - Motor %TCU vs. Time for Open Stroke at 80% Rated Voltage 
Table 6.19 - Scenario #10 Relay Status Output Table 
Date of Motor Start 12/11/2010 
Time of Motor Start 16:34:03.992 
Number of Starts 1 
Start Time (s) 0.5 
Start %TCU 43 
Max Start I (A) 9 
Min Start V (v) 179 
 
Table 6.20 - Scenario #10 Results Summary Table 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded? Yes 
Was the MOV actuator condition degraded and non-functional? No 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was required? N/A 
Did the relay trip the motor offline when it was not required? No 
Did the relay trip the motor in the required time given a fault condition that would have 
resulted in motor winding degradation? 
N/A 
 
The above data from Scenario 10, shows the electrical protection relay properly 
performed in this scenario and did not trip on a low bus voltage degraded 
condition.  This test was conducted similarly to Scenario 5 where the bus voltage 
was lowered to 0.8 p.u.  The motor was still able to generate enough torque at 
this voltage to overcome the normal operating translated load and complete the 
open stroke cycle.  Because the open stroke cycle is usually terminated by limit 
switch activation, a maximum closing force torque was absent from this curve. 
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7 LICENSING IMPACT 
A successfully implemented engineering design at a commercial nuclear 
power plant not only contains an extensive and robust design basis but also must 
develop and satisfy the regulating agency through what is called a licensing 
basis.  This licensing basis is a docketed agreement between the utility and the 
NRC on how the plant’s systems and components will be maintained, operated, 
and managed.  These regulations can often give guidance and regulations down 
to the component level.  Since MOVs play an important role in nuclear power 
plants safety systems, careful regulation of these components has been a priority 
for the NRC.  This chapter will present an overview of how the NRC functions, 
provide some of the primary regulatory guidance documents for MOVs, provide 
digital upgrade criteria, and establish a position for microprocessor protection of 
MOVs.  
7.1 NRC Overview 
The regulating agency in the United States is called the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC).  The NRC is entrusted to protect the health and 
safety of the public through regulations and inspections on utility owned nuclear 
power stations.  Regulations are enforced through frequent inspections 
performed by resident and visiting inspectors.  The NRC issues Safety 
Evaluations for any proposed changes to the power plant that would lead to a 
previously unconsidered design scenario.  They also require Safety Evaluations 
for changes to the plant that directly effect radiation exposure limits as a result of 
an accident as well as during normal operation.  These safety evaluations 
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address the power plant designs from both an engineering and federal regulation 
point of view. 
7.2 Regulatory Guidance on MOVs 
The NRC has issued several documents on the operation and 
maintenance of MOV actuators.  The following sections highlight three of the 
most important guidance documents for MOVs issued to date.  A short summary 
of the letter and a brief applicability statement for using the microprocessor 
protection system tested in this thesis are also included in the summary.  
7.2.1 Regulatory Guide 1.106 
This regulatory guide gives guidance on the thermal overload protection 
for electric motors on motor-operated valves.  The guide describes a method 
acceptable to the NRC staff for complying with regulatory criteria “with regard to 
the application of thermal overload protection devices that are integral with the 
motor starter for electric motors on motor-operated valves” [2].  This letter 
primarily addresses the use of TOL relays in two ways: “1) Provided that the 
completion of the safety function is not jeopardized or that other safety systems 
are not degraded, (a) the thermal overload protection devices should be 
continuously bypassed and temporarily placed in force only when the valve 
motors are undergoing periodic or maintenance testing or (b) those thermal 
overload protection devices are normally in force during plant operations should 
be bypassed under accident conditions.  2) The trip setpoint of the thermal 
overload protection devices should be established with all uncertainties resolved 
in favor of completing the safety-related action.  With respect to those 
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uncertainties, and consideration should be given to (a) variations in the ambient 
temperature at the installed location of the overload protection devices and the 
valve motors, (b) inaccuracies in motor heating data and the overload protection 
device trip characteristics and the matching of these two items, and (c) setpoint 
drift.  In order to ensure continued functional reliability and the accuracy of the 
trip point, the thermal overload protection devices should be periodically tested” 
[2].  This is the primary regulatory guidance used to disposition the use of 
thermal overload microprocessor relays.  In summary, this document suggests 
that careful consideration be taken when justifying the use of any thermal 
protective device on MOV motors.  While the guidance does not explicitly state 
whether you can or can not use thermal overload protection on these motors, it 
does mandate that a careful engineering analysis be performed in order to 
assure that the valve will still function appropriately in a design basis accident.  
Perhaps a solution to this safety tradeoff would be to provide an interlock on 
receipt of a design basis accident.  The relay’s TOL circuitry would then be 
bypassed throughout the duration of the event.  Measures such as interlocks 
might provide the NRC with the confidence it needs to allow the use of TOL style 
relays on MOV motor protection circuits.  Interlocking circuitry is easily adaptable 
to the use of microprocessor protection relays.  
7.2.2 Generic Letter 89-10 
GL 89-10 defines MOV testing and surveillance requirements for safety 
related systems [3].  This letter recommends that licensees implement a MOV 
testing program to ensure valve motor-operator switch settings are set and 
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maintained such that MOVs will operate under design-basis conditions for the life 
of the plant.  This guidance provides a summary of common valve degraded 
conditions.  This letter was used in the testing of this thesis to provide a sample 
of common MOV valve deficiencies, misadjustments, and degraded conditions 
used for testing the new microprocessor relay protection scheme.  This letter 
should be used when postulating real-world scenarios to test MOVs against.  The 
letter itself does not have any direct impact on relay thermal overload or other 
electrical protection system criteria. 
7.2.3 Generic Letter 96-05 
GL 96-05 was issued to discuss the “periodic verification of the capability 
of safety-related motor-operated valves (MOVs) to perform their safety functions 
consistent with the current licensing bases of nuclear power plants” [18].  This 
letter provides general recommendations to licensees to confirm that their MOVs 
are in compliance with the GL 89-10 program as well as to increase the scope of 
their testing program to ensure MOV operability readiness.  This letter does not 
have any impact on MOV thermal overload or other electrical protection system 
criteria other than requiring assurance that the valve will be operationally ready 
when called upon to satisfy its design basis. 
7.3 Digital Upgrade Criteria 
Digital upgrades have been of major utility and regulatory concern 
throughout the past few years.  With the use of more and more digital devices in 
both control and protection systems within nuclear power plants, the NRC has 
begun to specifically address these conversions on an industry-wide level.  
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Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) has partnered with the NRC on this matter and 
has developed an NRC endorsed guidance document NEI 01-01 [19].  This 
document serves to answer licensing concerns associated with digital upgrades.  
The abstract of NEI 01-01 states, “as existing instrumentation and control 
systems become obsolete, utilities are upgrading them with more modern 
systems based on digital technologies.  This guideline is intended to assist 
utilities in implementing and licensing these digital upgrades.  It includes 
guidance for carrying out the important steps in the licensing and implementation 
process to ensure that digital upgrade issues are adequately addressed, for 
performing the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and, if necessary, the License 
Amendment Request, and for complying with other regulatory requirements for 
digital equipment” [19].  This guide also serves to show how to address the 
“potential effects on system functions and system-level failure modes” due to 
digital upgrades [19].   
Certain new aspects regarding failure modes and quality issues occur with 
digital equipment.  Samples of these concerns include: software, power supply, 
and human machine interface (HUI) with respect to digital equipment.  Each one 
of the issues must be addressed when analyzing the safety and licensing impact 
of these types of components.  A detailed review to implement this change is 
often required and could take considerable effort and resources.  Digital 
upgrades can be accomplished using precedent NRC accepted designs.  Taking 
advantage of portions of this previously accomplished work can save tremendous 
time and effort when performing licensing reviews of digital upgrades. 
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7.4 Established Position 
Assuring safe operation in compliance with NRC regulations of MOV 
motor microprocessor protection systems is not an easy challenge.  Careful 
consideration should be presented to ensure that the MOV will be able to satisfy 
its design basis under all postulated scenarios.  On the other hand, the 
advantages to using this microprocessor technology itself will ensure that MOVs 
are better protected to withstand degradations as well as to protect their 
upstream electrical devices.  A full regulatory position regarding the use of this 
thesis’ MOV microprocessor electrical protection system is outside the scope of 
this report and would probably require an effort of equal magnitude.  However, 
the guidelines and documents mentioned within this chapter give an excellent 
background and context to begin to understand the implications of installing this 
type of protection system within an NRC regulated nuclear power plant.  
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8 CONCLUSION 
The technology of electrical protection is constantly changing and 
becoming increasingly powerful and complex.  Adapting our power systems to 
rely on these new microprocessor devices such as the SEL 749-M relay is an 
important and productive endeavor for ensuring safe and reliable operation.  The 
mechanical and electrical deficiencies associated with MOV operation are unique 
and challenging issues electrical power system designers, within nuclear power 
plants, must contend with.  Fortunately, many new components and tools have 
been developed to combat these mechanical and electrical faults.  The benefits 
include providing a safe and reliable protection system that firstly, ensures the 
health and safety of the public and secondly, protects the equipment against 
costly physical damage. 
This thesis presented a new electrical protection system methodology that 
was based upon the SEL 749-M microprocessor relay.  The protection system 
was subjected to a sample of the typical mechanical and electrical faults 
associated with MOV motor operation.  The protection system was designed 
around a programmable thermal capacity model.  The relay provided adequate 
protection for abnormal conditions where continuing motor operation would have 
resulted in compromising safety at the expense of protecting the motor.  The 
relay also performed according to its design bases by ignoring small 
degradations commonly experienced by MOV actuator.  This “selectivity” of the 
relay operation is the hallmark advantage of using this special microprocessor 
protection scheme.  Traditional electro-mechanical relays do not have this type of 
capability or selectivity. 
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This thesis also presented an argument and basis for allowing the use of 
these microprocessor relays for protecting MOVs in safety related systems from 
a licensing perspective.  The licensing basis section of this report provided a 
short summarized justification to acknowledge the safe use of these complex 
protection schemes from a regulatory basis.  Again, this regulatory basis 
emphasizes preserving the health and safety of the public as the ultimate goal of 
using this more advanced system. 
Altogether, this thesis fulfilled the objectives as defined in Chapter 1 of this 
report.  The results presented in Chapter 6 presented reasonable assurance that 
this design, if placed in a working full-scale model, would respond appropriately 
to various degraded conditions and protect the system accordingly.  The 
research and effort performed in this thesis lay the groundwork for electrical 
system design engineers to continue to implement digital upgrades to MOV 
protection systems as the newer nuclear plant designs continue to base their 
foundations on this newly proven technology. 
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9 FUTURE STUDIES 
Future studies on this topic are expected to increase as the industry 
trends to converting more traditional analog electrical protection equipment to 
digital, microprocessor controlled units.  Today, new plants are being constructed 
in the US that rely primarily on digital control systems.  The advanced 
Westinghouse AP1000 pressurized water reactor is one of these new designs.  
In order to keep up with nuclear applications of this new technology, further 
studies are required to demonstrate these devices will function within this 
particular application.  
Topics of future studies that may come from this research include the 
following examples: 
• Implementing the test setup used in this thesis on an actual fluid 
filled MOV test system.  The MOV would include both the motor 
and gate valve combination. 
• Analyzing and predicting a specialized model for the dynamic 
effects of water through a gate valve style MOV.  This study would 
focus on the dynamic effects translated from the valve to the MOV 
motor. 
• Integrating the protection system with a digital logic control system 
used to control the valve both locally and remotely.  This would 
include relaying trip and alarm settings generated from MOV motor 
faults to the plant process computer for further analysis by control 
room personnel.  
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• Developing a retrofit package for utilities to be able to streamline 
their digital upgrade process for MOV actuators. 
• Designing microprocessor digital electrical protection systems for 
other nuclear safety related plant equipment. (i.e. pump motors).  
These studies will provide utilities with a broader understanding of the 
actual use and implementation of microprocessor relays within their power plant.  
By providing more detailed models, mechanical and electrical protection systems 
will be able to interact in a more predictable and safe manner.  Of course cost, 
risk, and failure modes should also be addressed when designing any new type 
of protective systems into complex and risk significant process. 
The dependability of the existing analog protection systems must also be 
shown to not outweigh the cost associated with maintaining the old equipment in 
order to justify these digital upgrades.  An analysis into this tradeoff would 
discredit any apprehension utilities may have regarding such capital investments.  
These future studies should be pursued quickly as to take advantage of the 
industry’s current evolving state. 
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APPENDIX A – Relay Settings Output 
Table Of Contents  
 
Date Generated December 11 2010 12:52:02 pm 
 
Device Information 
 
Part Number 0749M01A600X1A10 
FID SEL-749M-R108-V0-Z003003-D20091123 
BFID BOOTLDR-R101-V0-Z000000-D20030612 
Config  
Special  
 
Displayed Setting Groups 
 
Port F 
Port 3 
Port 4 
Global 
Group 1 
Logic 
Front Panel 
Report 
 
Settings Legend 
 
Visible Setting 
Hidden Setting 
Invalid Setting 
 
Port F 
Top 
Setting Range Value 
SPEED Data Speed (bps) Select: 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400 38400 
BITS Data Bits (bits) Select: 7, 8 8 
PARITY Parity Select: O, E, N N 
STOP Stop Bits (bits) Select: 1, 2 1 
T_OUT Port Time-Out (minutes) Range = 0 to 30 15 
AUTO Send Auto Messages to Port Select: Y, N N 
RTSCTS Hardware Handshaking Select: Y, N N 
Port F 
Top 
 
Port 3 
Top 
Setting Range Value 
PROTO Protocol Select: SEL, MOD SEL 
SPEED Data Speed (bps) Select: 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400 9600 
BITS Data Bits (bits) Select: 7, 8 8 
PARITY Parity Select: O, E, N N 
STOP Stop Bits (bits) Select: 1, 2 1 
T_OUT Port Time-Out (minutes) Range = 0 to 30 5 
AUTO Send Auto Messages to Port Select: Y, N N 
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RTSCTS Hardware Handshaking Select: Y, N N 
FASTOP Fast Operate Select: Y, N N 
Port 3 
Top 
 
Port 4 
Top 
Setting Range Value 
COMMINF Communications 
Interface Select: 232, 485 485 
PROTO Protocol Select: SEL, MOD MOD 
SPEED Data Speed (bps) Select: 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400 19200 
PARITY Parity Select: O, E, N N 
SLAVEID Modbus Slave ID Range = 1 to 248 248 
Port 4 
Top 
 
Global 
Top 
Setting Range Value 
PHROT Phase Rotation Select: ABC, ACB ABC 
FNOM Rated Frequency (Hz) Select: 50, 60 60 
DATE_F Date Format Select: MDY, YMD, DMY MDY 
RSTTRGT Target Reset (SELogic 
Equation) 
Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT 
R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
DSABLSET Disable Settings 
(SELogic Equation) 
Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT 
R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
Global 
Top 
 
Group 1 
Top 
Setting Range Value 
RID Relay Identifier (16 characters) Range = ASCII string with a maximum length of 16. SEL-749M 
TID Terminal Identifier (16 
characters) 
Range = ASCII string with a maximum 
length of 16. 
MOTOR 
RELAY 
CTR1 Phase (IA,IB,IC) CT Ratio Range = 1 to 5000 1 
FLA1 Motor FLA [Full Load Amps] 
(amps) Range = 0.2 to 5000.0 2.8 
E2SPEED Two-Speed Protection Select: Y, N N 
CTRN Neutral (IN) CT Ratio Range = 1 to 2000 1 
PTR PT Ratio Range = 1.00 to 250.00 1.00 
VNOM Line Voltage, Nominal Line-
to-Line (volts) Range = 100 to 30000 230 
DELTA_Y Transformer Connection Select: Delta, Wye WYE 
E49MOTOR Thermal Overload 
Protection Select: Y, N Y 
SETMETH Thermal Overload Method Select: Rating, Curve RATING 
49RSTP Thermal Overload Reset 
Level (%TCU) Range = 10 to 99 99 
SF Service Factor Range = 1.01 to 1.50 1.01 
LRA1 Motor LRA (Locked Rotor Range = 2.5 to 12.0 4.6 
100 
Amps) (xFLA) 
LRTHOT1 Locked Rotor Time 
(seconds) Range = 1.0 to 600.0 8.0 
TD1 Thermal Overload Time Dial Range = 0.10 to 1.50 1.00 
RTC1 Running Time Constant 
(minutes) Range = 1 to 2000, Auto AUTO 
TCAPU Thermal Overload Alarm 
Pickup (%TCU) Range = 50 to 99, Off OFF 
TCSTART Start Inhibit Level 
(%TCU) Range = 1 to 99, Off OFF 
COOLTIME Stopped Cool Time 
(minutes) Range = 1 to 6000 75 
50P1P Phase Overcurrent Trip Pickup 
(xFLA) Range = 0.10 to 20.00, Off 10.00 
50P1D Phase Overcurrent Trip Delay 
(seconds) Range = 0.00 to 5.00 0.00 
50P2P Phase Overcurrent Alarm 
Pickup (xFLA) Range = 0.10 to 20.00, Off OFF 
50N1P Neutral Overcurrent Trip 
Pickup (amps) Range = 0.01 to 25.00, Off OFF 
50N2P Neutral Overcurrent Alarm 
Pickup (amps) Range = 0.01 to 25.00, Off OFF 
50G1P Residual Overcurrent Trip 
Pickup (xFLA) Range = 0.10 to 1.00, Off 1.00 
50G1D Residual Overcurrent Trip 
Delay (seconds) Range = 0.00 to 5.00 0.00 
50G2P Residual Overcurrent Alarm 
Pickup (xFLA) Range = 0.10 to 1.00, Off OFF 
LJTPU Load Jam Trip Pickup (xFLA) Range = 1.00 to 6.00, Off 3.00 
LJTDLY Load Jam Trip Delay 
(seconds) Range = 0.0 to 120.0 8.0 
LJAPU Load Jam Alarm Pickup 
(xFLA) Range = 1.00 to 6.00, Off OFF 
LLTPU Load Loss Trip Pickup 
(xFLA) Range = 0.10 to 1.00, Off OFF 
LLAPU Load Loss Alarm Pickup 
(xFLA) Range = 0.10 to 1.00, Off OFF 
46UBT Current Imbalance Trip 
Pickup (%) Range = 5 to 80, Off 50 
46UBTD Current Imbalance Trip 
Delay (seconds) Range = 0 to 240 10 
46UBA Current Imbalance Alarm 
Level (%) Range = 5 to 80, Off OFF 
PROTBL_T Protection Inhibit 
(seconds) Range = 1 to 240, Off OFF 
THERBL_T Thermal Overload Inhibit 
(seconds) Range = 1 to 240, Off OFF 
START_T Start Motor Time (seconds) Range = 1 to 240, Off OFF 
ESTAR_D Star-Delta Select: Y, N N 
MAXSTART Maximum Starts Per 
Hour Range = 1 to 15, Off OFF 
TBSDLY Time Between Starts 
[Minimum] (minutes) Range = 1 to 150, Off OFF 
ABSDLY Anti-Backspin Restart 
Delay (minutes) Range = 1 to 60, Off OFF 
E47T Phase Reversal Detection Select: Y, N Y 
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SPDSDLYT Speed Switch Trip Delay 
(seconds) Range = 1 to 240, Off OFF 
SPDSDLYA Speed Switch Alarm 
Delay (seconds) Range = 1 to 240, Off OFF 
E49RTD RTD Select: Y, N N 
27P1P Undervoltage Trip Pickup 
(xVNOM) Range = 0.60 to 1.00, Off OFF 
27P2P Undervoltage Alarm Pickup 
(xVNOM) Range = 0.60 to 1.00, Off OFF 
59P1P Overvoltage Trip Pickup 
(xVNOM) Range = 1.00 to 1.20, Off OFF 
59P2P Overvoltage Alarm Pickup 
(xVNOM) Range = 1.00 to 1.20, Off OFF 
NVARTP Negative VAR Trip Pickup 
(kVAR) Range = 1 to 25000, Off OFF 
PVARTP Positive VAR Trip Pickup 
(kVAR) Range = 1 to 25000, Off OFF 
NVARAP Negative VAR Alarm 
Pickup (kVAR) Range = 1 to 25000, Off OFF 
PVARAP Positive VAR Alarm Pickup 
(kVAR) Range = 1 to 25000, Off OFF 
37PTP Underpower Trip Pickup (kW) Range = 1 to 25000, Off OFF 
37PAP Underpower Alarm Pickup 
(kW) Range = 1 to 25000, Off OFF 
55LGTP Power Factor Lag Trip 
Pickup Range = 0.05 to 0.99, Off OFF 
55LDTP Power Factor Lead Trip 
Pickup Range = 0.05 to 0.99, Off OFF 
55LGAP Power Factor Lag Alarm 
Pickup Range = 0.05 to 0.99, Off OFF 
55LDAP Power Factor Lead Alarm 
Pickup Range = 0.05 to 0.99, Off OFF 
81D1TP Frequency1 Trip Pickup (Hz) Range = 55.0 to 65.0, Off OFF 
81D1AP Frequency1 Alarm Pickup 
(Hz) Range = 55.0 to 65.0, Off OFF 
81D2TP Frequency2 Trip Pickup (Hz) Range = 55.0 to 65.0, Off OFF 
81D2AP Frequency2 Alarm Pickup 
(Hz) Range = 55.0 to 65.0, Off OFF 
LOAD Load Control Select Select: Off, Current, Power, TCU OFF 
AOPARM Analog Output Select 
Select: LOAD_I, AVG_I, MAX_I, 
%THERM, WDG_RTD, BRG_RTD, 
PWR_kW, PF 
AVG_I 
BLKPROT Block Protection 
Supervision (SELogic Equation) 
Valid range = The legal operators: AND 
OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
BLK46 Block Current Imbalance Select: Y, N N 
BLK48 Block Load Jam Select: Y, N N 
BLK50EF Block Ground Fault Select: Y, N N 
BLK50P Block Phase Overcurrent Select: Y, N N 
BLK37 Block Load Loss 
(Undercurrent) Select: Y, N N 
BLK66 Block Start Control Select: Y, N N 
BLK49RTD Block RTD Select: Y, N N 
TDURD Minimum Trip Time 
(seconds) Range = 0.0 to 400.0 0.5 
TR Trip (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 
49T OR 
LOSSTRIP 
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OR 
JAMTRIP 
OR 46UBT 
OR 50P1T 
OR 50G1T 
OR 59P1T 
OR 47T OR 
55T OR 
SPDSTR OR 
50N1T OR 
81D1T OR 
81D2T OR 
SV01T OR 
50G1P 
REMTRIP Remote Trip (SELogic 
Equation) 
Valid range = The legal operators: AND 
OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
ULTRIP Unlatch Trip (SELogic 
Equation) 
Valid range = The legal operators: AND 
OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
52A Contactor/Breaker Status 
(SELogic Equation) 
Valid range = The legal operators: AND 
OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
STREQ Start (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
EMRSTR Emergency Start (SELogic 
Equation) 
Valid range = The legal operators: AND 
OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 
IN102 AND 
STOPPED 
SPEED2 Speed 2 (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
SPEEDSW Speed Switch (SELogic 
Equation) 
Valid range = The legal operators: AND 
OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
Group 1 
Top 
 
Logic 
Top 
Setting Range Value 
ELAT SELogic Latches Select: N, 1-8 1 
ESV SELogic Variables/Timers Select: N, 1-8 1 
SET01 (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG START 
RST01 (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG TRIP 
SV01 SV_ Input (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 
WDGTRIP 
OR 
BRGTRIP 
OR 
OTHTRIP 
OR 
AMBTRIP 
OR 
REMTRIP 
OR 37PT OR 
VART OR 
PTCTRIP 
SV01PU SV_ Timer Pickup (seconds) Range = 0.00 to 3000.00 0.00 
SV01DO SV_ Timer Dropout 
(seconds) Range = 0.00 to 3000.00 0.00 
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OUT101FS OUT101 Fail-Safe Select: Y, N Y 
OUT101 (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 
HALARM 
OR 
SALARM 
OUT102FS OUT102 Fail-Safe Select: Y, N N 
OUT102 (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG START 
OUT103FS OUT103 Fail-Safe Select: Y, N N 
OUT103 (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG LT01 
OUT401FS OUT401 Fail-Safe Select: Y, N N 
OUT401 (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
OUT402FS OUT402 Fail-Safe Select: Y, N N 
OUT402 (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
OUT403FS OUT403 Fail-Safe Select: Y, N N 
OUT403 (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
OUT404FS OUT404 Fail-Safe Select: Y, N N 
OUT404 (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 0 
Logic 
Top 
 
Front Panel 
Top 
Setting Range Value 
FP_TO Front-Panel Timeout (minutes) Range = 1 to 30, OFF 15 
FP_CONT Front-Panel Contrast Range = 1 to 8 5 
FP_TD Time and Date Select: Y, N N 
FP_GC Ground Current Select: Y, N N 
FP_LA Current Imbalance Select: Y, N N 
FP_MF Frequency Select: Y, N N 
FP_TH Thermal Capacity Select: Y, N N 
FP_VA Voltage Imbalance Select: Y, N N 
FP_PE Power Select: Y, N N 
RSTLED Reset Trip-Latched LEDs 
On Close Select: Y, N Y 
T01_LED (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 
49T OR 
AMBTRIP 
OR 
BRGTRIP 
OR 
OTHTRIP 
OR 
WDGTRIP 
T02_LED (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 
50P1T OR 
50N1T OR 
50G1T 
T03_LED (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 
46UBT OR 
47T 
T04_LED (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 
LOSSTRIP 
OR 37PT 
T05_LED (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND (NOT 
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OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG STOPPED 
AND 27P1T) 
OR 59P1T 
T06_LED (SELogic Equation) Valid range = The legal operators: AND OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 
81D1T OR 
81D2T 
T01LEDL Trip Latch T_LED Select: Y, N Y 
T02LEDL Trip Latch T_LED Select: Y, N Y 
T03LEDL Trip Latch T_LED Select: Y, N Y 
T04LEDL Trip Latch T_LED Select: Y, N Y 
T05LEDL Trip Latch T_LED Select: Y, N Y 
T06LEDL Trip Latch T_LED Select: Y, N Y 
Front Panel 
Top 
 
Report 
Top 
Setting Range Value 
SER1 24 Elements Maximum (Enter 
NA to Null) 
Valid range = 0, NA or a list of relay 
elements. 
IN101, 
IN102, 
IN401, 
IN402, 
IN403, TRIP, 
RTDIN, 
OUT101, 
OUT102, 
OUT103, 
OUT401, 
OUT402, 
OUT403, 
OUT404, 
ABSLO, 
TBSLO, 
NOSLO, 
THERMLO 
SER2 24 Elements Maximum (Enter 
NA to Null) 
Valid range = 0, NA or a list of relay 
elements. 
49T, 
LOSSTRIP, 
JAMTRIP, 
46UBT, 
50P1T, 
RTDT, 
PTCTRIP, 
50G1T, 
VART, 37PT, 
27P1T, 
59P1T, 47T, 
55T, 
SPDSTR, 
50N1T, 
SMTRIP, 
81D1T, 
81D2T, 
OTHTRIP 
SER3 24 Elements Maximum (Enter 
NA to Null) 
Valid range = 0, NA or a list of relay 
elements. 
AMBTRIP, 
PTCFLT, 
RTDFLT, 
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COMMIDLE
, 
COMMLOSS
, REMTRIP, 
RSTTRGT, 
49A, 
LOSSALRM, 
JAMALRM, 
46UBA, 
RTDA, 55A, 
50N2T, 
50G2T, 
VARA, 
37PA, 
27P2T, 
59P2T 
SER4 24 Elements Maximum (Enter 
NA to Null) 
Valid range = 0, NA or a list of relay 
elements. 
SPDSAL, 
81D1A, 
81D2A, 
OTHALRM, 
AMBALRM, 
SALARM, 
WARNING, 
LOADUP, 
LOADLOW, 
50P2T, 
STOPPED, 
RUNNING, 
STARTING, 
STAR, 
DELTA, 
START, 
SPEED2 
ER Event Report Trigger (SELogic 
Equation) 
Valid range = The legal operators: AND 
OR NOT R_TRIG F_TRIG 
R_TRIG 
LOSSALRM 
OR R_TRIG 
46UBA OR 
R_TRIG 49A 
OR R_TRIG 
37PA OR 
R_TRIG 55A 
OR R_TRIG 
VARA 
LER Length of Event Report (cycles) Select: 15, 64 64 
PRE Prefault Length (cycles) Range = 1 to 59 5 
MSRR MSR Resolution (cycles) Select: 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 5 
Report 
Top 	  
